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Molecular Analysis of Target Specific Peripheral Nerve Regeneration
Abstract
Axons of the peripheral nervous system have retained the remarkable ability to regenerate. However, after
peripheral nerve injury, patients often suffer from the inability to properly localize sensation and/or the loss of
fine motor control, suggesting that regenerating peripheral axons reinnervate ectopic targets. Despite decades
of research in myriad model systems, whether PNS axons regenerate randomly or navigate selectively to their
original targets remains controversial. Moreover, while some studies suggest that regenerating axons can
choose specific paths, the cell and molecular mechanisms underlying target-selective regeneration have
remained elusive. Using live-cell imaging in larval zebrafish we find that after complete nerve transection
regenerating motor axons exhibit a strong preference for their original muscle territory, and that axons probe
both correct and incorrect trajectories extensively before selecting their original path. We demonstrate that
the glycosyltransferase lysyl hydroxylase 3 is required to modify extracellular matrix collagens to provide
growth and guidance to regenerating axons. Using transgenic rescue experiments, we determine that post-
injury expression of lh3 and lh3 expression in Schwann cells is sufficient to restore target-selective
regeneration. Moreover, we show that Schwann cells neighboring the transection site upregulate the lh3
substrate collagen4a5 and that during regeneration collagen4a5 destabilizes axons probing inappropriate
trajectories to ensure target-selective regeneration. These results demonstrate that selective ECM components
match subpopulations of regenerating axons with their original targets.
It has long been hypothesized that regenerating axons might reuse developmental guidance cues to reestablish
synaptic connections after peripheral nerve injury. Intriguingly, Collagen4 can bind the canonical axon
repellants Slit and Netrin, and we find that slit1a is upregulated with collagen4a5 in the same population of
Schwann cells after injury. Additionally, we demonstrate that the slit receptors robo2 and robo3 are both
required for target-selective regeneration. Together these results demonstrate that regenerating peripheral
nerves reemploy developmental guidance molecules and reveal a possible mechanistic framework by which
the ECM constituent collagen4a5 binds and presents the repellant slit1a to convey synaptic target selection
through robo2 and robo3 repulsion of regenerating axons in vivo.
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ABSTRACT 
MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF TARGET SELECTIVE PERIPHERAL 
NERVE REGENERATION 
Jesse Isaacman-Beck 
Michael Granato 
 Axons of the peripheral nervous system have retained the remarkable ability to 
regenerate. However, after peripheral nerve injury, patients often suffer from the inability 
to properly localize sensation and/or the loss of fine motor control, suggesting that 
regenerating peripheral axons reinnervate ectopic targets. Despite decades of research in 
myriad model systems, whether PNS axons regenerate randomly or navigate selectively 
to their original targets remains controversial. Moreover, while some studies suggest that 
regenerating axons can choose specific paths, the cell and molecular mechanisms 
underlying target-selective regeneration have remained elusive. Using live-cell imaging 
in larval zebrafish we find that after complete nerve transection regenerating motor axons 
exhibit a strong preference for their original muscle territory, and that axons probe both 
correct and incorrect trajectories extensively before selecting their original path. We 
demonstrate that the glycosyltransferase lysyl hydroxylase 3 is required to modify 
extracellular matrix collagens to provide growth and guidance to regenerating axons. 
Using transgenic rescue experiments, we determine that post-injury expression of lh3 and 
lh3 expression in Schwann cells is sufficient to restore target-selective regeneration. 
Moreover, we show that Schwann cells neighboring the transection site upregulate the 
lh3 substrate collagen4a5 and that during regeneration collagen4a5 destabilizes axons 
probing inappropriate trajectories to ensure target-selective regeneration. These results 
	   xiv	  
demonstrate that selective ECM components match subpopulations of regenerating axons 
with their original targets.  
It has long been hypothesized that regenerating axons might reuse developmental 
guidance cues to reestablish synaptic connections after peripheral nerve injury. 
Intriguingly, Collagen4 can bind the canonical axon repellants Slit and Netrin, and we 
find that slit1a is upregulated with collagen4a5 in the same population of Schwann cells 
after injury. Additionally, we demonstrate that the slit receptors robo2 and robo3 are both 
required for target-selective regeneration. Together these results demonstrate that 
regenerating peripheral nerves reemploy developmental guidance molecules and reveal a 
possible mechanistic framework by which the ECM constituent collagen4a5 binds and 
presents the repellant slit1a to convey synaptic target selection through robo2 and robo3 
repulsion of regenerating axons in vivo.  
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General Introduction 
Approximately 20 million Americans suffer from peripheral neuropathy (NINDS 
2014), generating an estimated cost of 150 million dollars in treatment expenditures 
annually (Pike et al. 2012; Grinsell and Keating 2014). This health care burden stems 
from the broad variety of insults that cause peripheral nerve damage; chemical toxins, 
including some agents used in chemotherapy, disease states, such as diabetes, and a 
variety of genetic abnormalities can all lead to peripheral neuropathy (Gordois et al. 
2003; Reilly et al. 2011). In these contexts, physicians are limited to prescribing palliative 
care and encouraging changes in diet and activity that may stave off symptoms - the toll 
on the patient and her family is extensive (Park 2014). In contrast, acute cut and crush 
injuries, the most common cause of peripheral nerve damage, can be treated through 
surgical nerve repair (Taylor et al. 2008). Because peripheral nerves have the intrinsic 
ability to regenerate, surgeons have attempted to develop therapies to aid underlying 
biological mechanisms. Unfortunately, even after surgical repair, regenerating axons 
often fail to return to their targets, leaving patients in pain or chronically incapacitated 
(Mackinnon and Dellon 1988). Therefore, defining the cell and molecular mechanisms 
that peripheral nerves use to regenerate will shape new therapeutic responses to improve 
patient recovery after peripheral nerve injury. 
In over a century of research interrogating peripheral nerve regeneration, two 
fundamental questions have remained elusive: do axons regenerate on target-selective 
pathways? If so, what are the molecular and cellular cues that guide them?  Below I will 
outline the experiments that have been done to address these key questions. I will 
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describe how the results of these experiments have been interpreted, and suggest why 
they have failed to reach definitive conclusions. Finally, I will characterize the new 
model system that we have developed to model target selection in axon regeneration in 
larval zebrafish and explain how we have harnessed this model to define a novel cell and 
molecular framework for target-selective regeneration. My hope is that what we have 
learned will ultimately aid clinicians in treating people who suffer from peripheral 
neuropathy and nerve damage. 
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Chapter 1: Background 
The path to axon regeneration: not all injuries are equal.  
Many studies demonstrate that the primary factor governing selectivity in nerve 
regeneration is how well the integrity of the nerve tissue is maintained after injury 
(reviewed in Brushart 2011). In mature peripheral nerve tissue, Schwann cells wrap 
axons and secrete molecules of the extracellular matrix to confine the axon-Schwann cell 
unit in basal lamina to form endoneurial tubes (Figure 1A). These tubes are grouped into 
perineurial fascicles which are further wrapped in connective tissue called the epineurium 
that segregate the nerve from the surrounding environment (Ushiki et al. 1990; Zochodne 
2008; Brushart 2011; Figure 1B). When a nerve is crushed, endoneurial tubes are 
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compressed, but not severed, leaving axons with a defined path to grow along Schwann 
cell basal lamina back to their original targets (Westerfield and Powell 1983; Ide et al. 
1983; Scherer and Easter 1984; Kuffler 1986a; Nguyen et al. 2002). The consensus is that 
crushed axons can and do regenerate to specific targets (Zochodne 2008; Reviewed in 
Brushart 2011; Allodi et al. 2012).  
In contrast, since Ramon y Cajal, researchers have debated whether transected 
peripheral nerves regenerate to selective targets (Cajal 1928). Transection disrupts nerve 
continuity and since the nerve is under tension, both the proximal and distal stumps 
retract from the injury (Zochodne 2008). After transection, regenerating axons face the 
challenge of growing through an acellular gap to reach surviving distal Schwann cells 
and travel back to reinnervate their original targets. This raises a couple of questions 
about how and whether regenerating axons retain different levels of target selectivity 
when navigating through such a gap: 
1. Can individual axons recognize and preferentially grow to distal nerve tissue?  
2. Once they find this tissue, can axons locate the specific Schwann cells and basal 
lamina that will guide them to the correct nerve branch? 
Below, I will describe the experimental evidence arguing for and against selectivity in 
regeneration at each of these levels of target specificity in the context of transection 
injury and where relevant I will discuss the proposed mechanism underlying this 
selectivity. 
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Tissue specificity in nerve regeneration: axons preferentially regenerate to nerve 
 In order to reinnervate a target and restore function an axon must first recognize 
and preferentially grow to nerve tissue. Forssman provided the earliest recorded evidence 
that axons regrow selectively on/to nerve tissue by extracting rat sciatic nerves and 
showing that they preferentially sprouted towards brain as opposed to liver tissue in vitro 
(Forssman 1898). Ramon y Cajal described several experiments corroborating 
Forssman’s findings in his seminal publication Degeneration and Regeneration of the 
Nervous System (Cajal 1928). For example, after transection of the rat sciatic nerve or 
various peripheral nerves in the rabbit, he noted that axons proximal to the injury 
navigated through the injury scar with specificity to the distal stump and if this stump 
was resected, growth and guidance diminished (Cajal 1928). Ramon y Cajal had 
previously posited that target tissue released chemotactic signals to attract axons in the 
development of the nervous system (Cajal 1909) and he interpreted his studies on 
regeneration to indicate that target tissues provided similar neurotropic selectivity 
mechanisms after injury (Cajal 1928). In the next two decades, Weiss and colleagues 
performed a series of experiments to test Ramon y Cajal’s theory of neurotropism in vivo 
(Weiss 1937; Weiss and Taylor 1944; Weiss and Hoag 1946). Most famously, they 
transected the rat sciatic nerve and placed the proximal stump into the input of a “Y-trap” 
derived from fresh vascular tissue and showed that transected axons failed to regrow 
preferentially to nerve tissue versus non-nerve tissue placed on either of the two outputs 
of the trap (Weiss and Taylor 1944; Figure 2A,B). Following these findings, Weiss 
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dismissed the theory of neurotropism in peripheral nerve regeneration and promulgated 
the belief that peripheral axons regenerate stochastically into all tissues.   
 This dogma was only directly challenged several decades later after a variety of 
reports suggested that peripheral nerves could selectively regenerate to restore function 
(Mark 1965; Grimm 1971; Stephenson 1979). In light of these findings, Lundborg et al. 
directly repeated Weiss and Taylor’s experiments using an inert silicon Y trap and found 
that in every case, rat sciatic axons “preferentially or exclusively” grew to nerve tissue as 
opposed to tendon graft or an empty chamber (Lundborg et al. 1986; Figure 2C). Later 
that year, Mackinnon et al. demonstrated that sensory neurons from the primate femoral 
nerve preferentially grew to nerve tissue instead of muscle, tendon or an empty chamber, 
compounding the evidence that chemotactic signals attract regenerating axons 
(Mackinnon et al. 1986). Both Lundborg et al. and Mackinnon et al. suggested that Weiss 
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and Taylor’s experiments may have been confounded by an immune reaction from the 
fresh vascular tissue used for the “Y-trap”, but another group subsequently the exact 
experiment performed by Weiss and Taylor and found that nerves preferentially regrew 
to nerves through the fresh vascular Y-trap (Ochi et al. 1992). Together these 
experiments support Ramon y Cajal’s prescient conclusion and reflect the current 
consensus that regenerating axons can recognize and selectively grow through nerve 
tissue (Zochodne 2008; Brushart 2011). While some studies (Kuffler 1986b; Abernethy et 
al. 1992) suggest that Schwann cells and growth factors (Brushart et al. 2013) may guide 
axons back to nerve tissue, the precise cell and molecular factors that govern the 
regenerating axon’s ability to recognize nerve tissue have not been entirely elucidated.  
 
Clinical observations: regenerating axons can, but do not always take the right path 
 While axons can selectively regenerate to nerve tissue, clinical insights reveal that 
they do not always innervate the correct distal nerve targets. Early observations of 
patients recovering from peripheral nerve injury found that these patients often suffered 
from involuntary movements and inappropriate localization of sensations (Mitchell 1895; 
Langley and Hashimoto 1917). More recent evidence corroborates these findings and 
suggests that one important factor in functional recovery after nerve damage is the 
structural complexity of the nerve (Brushart 2011). For example the human spinal 
accessory nerve extends a single tributary to innervate distal targets and patients often 
fully recover from damage to this nerve (Ogino et al. 1991; Nakamichi and Tachibana 
1998; Novak and Mackinnon 2002; Chandawarkar et al. 2003; Figure 3A). In contrast, 
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the human facial nerve enters the periphery and branches in a complex pattern and reports 
demonstrate that patients recovering from facial nerve damage develop involuntary 
muscle contraction consistent with inappropriate target innervation (Kimura et al. 1975; 
Spector et al. 1991; Figure 3B). However, even in the case of recovery from facial nerve 
injury, patients recover some degree of function, suggesting that some axons regenerate 
to the correct targets (Kimura et al. 1975). Thus, clinical observations suggest that axons 
can select the appropriate nerve pathways in regeneration, but whether they do so through 
random or target-selective methods remains unclear.   
 
Experimental evidence: do axons regenerate with nerve branch specificity? 
 Researchers have addressed the question of whether nerves regenerate with nerve 
branch specificity using a variety of experimental models and have reached very different 
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conclusions. Sperry and Aurora transected the oculomotor nerve of cichlid fish, which 
branches to innervate four muscles around the eye, and reported that after recovery, the 
fish were able to control eye movement in the injured eye in a manner indistinguishable 
from the uninjured control eye (Sperry and Arora 1965). In the same year, Mark 
demonstrated that transection of the cichlid brachial plexus, which innervates the fin 
through several nerve branches, led to regeneration and complete restoration of fin 
movement (Mark 1965). Similar specificity was observed after nerve transection in the 
axotlotl (Grimm 1971; Stephenson 1979). These authors concluded that after transection, 
peripheral motor axons could regenerate with specificity to their original nerve branches. 
However, Scherer repeated the oculomotor nerve transection experiments in goldfish 
using HRP labeling and serial EM to determine the exact sites of axon reinnervation and 
found that regenerating axons often branched and innervated inappropriate muscle targets 
(Scherer 1986). Moreover, Westerfield and Powell found that after ventral root 
transection in adult bullfrogs, motor axons failed to reinnervate the appropriate pathways 
(Westerfield and Powell 1983). Lee and Farel confirmed this observation using 
retrograde labeling of regenerated motor neurons, but demonstrated that tadpole motor 
axons regenerated with specificity to their targets (Farel 1986; Lee and Farel 1988). 
These experiments directly contradict the findings of Sperry and Aurora and suggest that 
in adult animals, regenerating axons do not selectively regenerate to muscle targets.  
 Using mammalian nerve repair models, different groups have also found evidence 
for and against specificity in nerve branch selection by regenerating axons.  Here, several 
researchers have used transection of the rat sciatic nerve as a model system. This nerve is 
comprised of the tibial and peroneal fascicles that run parallel in the proximal portion of 
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the nerve but branch to innervate separate areas of the leg. Politis et al. transected this 
nerve prior to the branch point and attached either the proximal tibial or peroneal fascicle 
to the input of a “Y Chamber” and asked whether it preferentially grew to the distal 
peroneal or tibial nerve placed at the chamber outputs. Remarkably, in all cases, they 
noted that these fascicles grew to their native distal targets (Politis et al. 1982; Politis 
1985; Figure 4A). Evans et al. tested specificity in regeneration using electromyography 
after surgical repair of the sciatic nerve repair and found that as long as the fascicles were 
not intentionally misaligned, the peroneal and tibial branches selectively grew back to the 
appropriate distal target (Evans et al. 1991).   While these data suggest that mammalian 
axons can regenerate with specificity to a given nerve branch, Abernethy et al. were not 
able to reproduce Politis’ findings (Abernethy et al. 1992, Figure 4B) and Brushart et al. 
called Evans’ data into question, by performing experiments that suggested that any 
selectivity that Evans et al. found could be the result of confounding technical factors 
(Brushart et al. 1995). Therefore, the question of whether regenerating axons selectively 
choose specific nerve branches after transection has remained controversial.   
 
Preferential Motor Regeneration (PMR): A model for nerve branch selectivity 
 In contrast to the contentious debate surrounding whether axons regenerate 
selectively to specific nerve branches, there is a great deal of evidence that motor axons 
preferentially grow to motor nerves. In their seminal studies, Brushart and colleagues 
took advantage of the rat femoral nerve – a mixed nerve that consists of sensory and 
motor axons that initially fasciculate, but segregate and branch to innervate separate 
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targets (Brushart 1988; Brushart 1993). They transected the nerve prior to branching, 
sutured the proximal and distal nerves together with a silicone tube and used retrograde 
tracing from the segregated branches to show that motor axons preferentially 
reinnervated the motor branch – a process they termed “Preferential Motor Regeneration” 
(Brushart 1988). Further experiments demonstrated that PMR occurs in primates, can 
occur independently of the target end organ and is more apparent in juvenile animals 
(Brushart 1993; Le et al. 2001). PMR has been independently verified in several 
laboratories (Al-Majed et al. 2000; Franz 2005), demonstrating that regenerating motor 
axons somehow recognize and selectively reinnervate motor nerves. 
 Because PMR is widely accepted as selective regeneration to specific nerve 
branches, several studies have attempted to identify the mechanism underlying this 
selectivity. Some have suggested that axon intrinsic factors governed this selectivity 
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(Franz 2005; Franz et al. 2008). However, studies looking for PMR at different time 
points after injury found that motor axons initially innervate both sensory and motor 
nerve branch, but were detected less frequently in the sensory nerve branch over time  
(Brushart 1993; Ghalib et al. 2001; Höke et al. 2006; Figure 4C), suggesting that the 
initial choice of pathway is random, but motor nerves selectively maintain motor axons 
(Höke et al. 2006; Brushart et al. 2013). Subsequently, many studies have shown that the 
cells in denervated motor and sensory nerves respond to injury with different expression 
patterns of trophic factors, extracellular matrix components, and even canonical guidance 
molecules (Siironen et al. 1992; Martini 1994; Höke et al. 2006; Reviewed in Zochodne 
2008; Brushart 2011; Brushart et al. 2013). Together these studies indicate that both 
peripheral motor axons and cells in the distal motor nerve respond to transection by 
changing their expression phenotype and some of these regulated genes may contribute to 
selectivity in motor nerve regeneration. However, to date, the molecular pathways that 
are required to direct axons to particular nerve branches have remained elusive. Below I 
will outline molecular-genetic changes that occur after nerve transection and highlight 
potential mechanisms that could underlie nerve branch selectivity.  
 
Cell and molecular mechanisms that govern branch selectivity in axon regeneration 
In response to transection, changes in intracellular calcium and the loss of 
homeostatic retrograde trophic signals from the dorsal nerve, peripheral neurons undergo 
well-characterized transcriptional changes (Raivich et al. 1991; Mandolesi 2004; Patodia 
and Raivich 2012). These changes enhance the growth state of the neuron and enable 
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proximal axons to regenerate into the acellular gap towards distal nerve targets. 
Concomitantly, several nerve-associated cells, including fibroblasts, macrophages and 
Schwann cells enter the gap to establish an environment supportive to axonal 
regeneration (Richardson et al. 1980; Schröder et al. 1993; Paíno et al. 1994; Xu et al. 
1997; Parrinello et al. 2010; Rosenberg et al. 2014). Schwann cells are particularly 
important in this process as axons cross the acellular gap to reestablish connections with 
distal nerve Schwann cells and their basal lamina (Ide 1983; Westerfield and Powell 
1983; Sketelj et al. 1989). Schwann cells also alter their transcriptional profiles in 
response to nerve transection to adopt a pro-regenerative repair state (Fu and Gordon 
1997; Jessen et al. 2008; Patodia and Raivich 2012; Arthur-Farraj et al. 2012). While 
growth and survival of both neurons and Schwann cells is critical for successful axon 
regeneration (Rosenberg et al. 2014) here I will focus on transcriptional changes that are 
critical for intracellular communication between regrowing axons and their distal 
Schwann cell targets that may provide target selectivity in regeneration. 
  
Extracellular matrix changes after nerve transection. 
 Several pieces of evidence strongly suggest that molecules of the Extracellular 
matrix (ECM) facilitate nerve regeneration (Nathaniel and Pease 1963; Pollard and 
Fitzpatrick 1973; Forman and Berenberg 1978; Scherer and Easter 1984; Kuffler 1986a; 
Martini 1994). First, after mouse sciatic nerve transection, ECM molecules are the second 
most upregulated class of genes in the distal nerve stump (Kubo et al. 2002). These 
include many constituents of the basal lamina: Laminins, Collagens, Chondroitin sulfate 
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proteoglycans, and Fibronectin (Lefcort et al. 1992; Siironen et al. 1992; Tona et al. 
1993; Masaki et al. 2000; Wallquist et al. 2002). Furthermore, regenerating peripheral 
axons grow along Schwann cell basal lamina (Haftek and Thomas 1968; Ide et al. 1983; 
Sketelj et al. 1989). In fact, mouse sciatic axons can regenerate through basal lamina 
devoid of other cells (Ide et al. 1983). Together these studies have led to the belief that 
constituents of the basal lamina are simply permissive to regenerating axons. However, in 
the developing organism, cues from the ECM provide critical guidance to axons as they 
navigate to their targets (Ackley et al. 2001; Bülow and Hobert 2006; Xiao et al. 2011; 
Poulain and Chien 2013). This raises the possibility that Schwann cells upregulate 
molecules of the basal lamina to direct regenerating axons to specific distal nerve targets. 
These basal lamina molecules can interact directly with growth cone receptors, including 
Integrins, which are upregulated by motor neurons after peripheral nerve injury and are 
required for nerve regeneration in vivo (Werner et al. 2000; Hammarberg et al. 2000). 
Moreover, they can bind to and present canonical axon guidance molecules to migrating 
growth cones (Xiao et al. 2011). However, because ECM molecules are often critical for 
developmental growth processes (Löhler et al. 1984; Guo et al. 1991; George et al. 1993; 
Smyth et al. 1999; Myllyharju 2004; Poschl 2004; Ruotsalainen et al. 2006), their roles in 
peripheral nerve regeneration have only been characterized in vivo in a few instances 
(Chen 2003; Edwards and Hammarlund 2014) and not in the context of nerve branch 
selectivity.  
 
Canonical axon guidance molecules after peripheral nerve transection 
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In development, axons navigate to their target in response to contact dependent 
and chemotactic guidance ligands expressed by cells along their path (Tessier-Lavigne 
and Goodman 1996; Huber et al. 2003). Growth cones respond to these ligands if they 
express the cognate receptors, and through combinatorial mechanisms, functionally 
diverse sets of axons travel through the same environment to select different targets. 
After peripheral nerve transection, several canonical axon guidance ligands and receptors 
are upregulated (Pasterkamp et al. 1998; reviewed in Zochodne 2008; Brushart 2011). 
For example, Schwann cells in the distal nerve upregulate Slit-2 and Netrin-1 after rat 
sciatic nerve transection (Madison et al. 2000; Tanno et al. 2005). Moreover 
downregulation of Unc5H in rats, knockout of Neuropilin-2 in mice and loss of Slit-Robo 
signaling in C. elegans leads to diminished growth in peripheral axon regeneration 
suggesting that these canonical axon guidance molecules can facilitate axon regeneration 
(Bannerman et al. 2008; Gabel et al. 2008; Webber et al. 2011; Rosenberg et al. 2014). 
However, whether these molecules are re-employed to guide peripheral nerves to distinct 
nerve branches in regeneration remains unclear.  
 
A zebrafish model for nerve branch selection in axon regeneration. 
Together, the data addressing selective regeneration at nerve branches suggest 
that some regenerating axons are able to select the correct branch pathway while others 
veer onto aberrant nerve branch trajectories. All of these studies were conducted in the 
context of injuries that required invasive surgery, and many involved nerve repair with 
tubes and chambers that isolate the regenerating axons from their natural environment. In 
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order to address whether and how axons regenerate to a specific branch we sought to 
define a system where we could follow the tenets of Goran Lundborg:  
“To study the behavior of the regenerating nerve elements in a situation where all external 
factors, including surgery and foreign material, were minimized, and where possible 
regeneration-promoting factors mobilized by the nerve tissue itself should be free to act” 
(Lundborg and Hansson 1979).  
Moreover, we believe that the best way to characterize how a regenerating axon chooses 
a specific path is to watch the dynamics of this process in real time in vivo. Historically, 
researchers have analyzed specificity in regeneration using fixed samples at different 
time points after nerve injury. If axons do not receive the appropriate trophic support they 
often degenerate (reviewed in Zochodne 2008; Brushart 2011). Without the ability to 
track regenerating axons in vivo, these experiments could not definitively determine 
whether axons regenerate to specific targets or regenerate randomly, but selectively 
degenerate from inappropriate targets. While several researchers have successfully 
characterized the dynamics of axon regeneration in live invertebrate models 
(Hammarlund et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2011; Fang and Bonini 2012; Klinedinst et al. 
2013), there are few vertebrate examples  (Speidel 1932; Speidel 1948; Fangboner et al. 
1980; Rieger and Sagasti 2011; Rosenberg et al. 2012; Villegas et al. 2012; Pan et al. 
2013; Lewis and Kucenas 2014). Screens in these invertebrate models have already 
revealed invaluable information regarding the axon-intrinsic mechanisms that drive axon 
regeneration (Chen et al. 2011; Nix et al. 2014). However, as previously described the 
intercellular interactions that occur within a vertebrate nerve are critical for axon 
regeneration (Scherer and Easter 1984; Hall 1986; Kuffler 1986b; Parrinello et al. 2010; 
Rosenberg et al. 2014). We wanted to establish a system in which we could determine 
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whether vertebrate nerves regenerate to selective nerve branches and if so what 
environmental cues drive this selectivity.  
We therefore chose the peripheral motor nervous system of the 5 day post-
fertilization (dpf) larval zebrafish motor to test the environmental and intercellular 
interactions required for branch pathway selection in regeneration. In the larval zebrafish, 
motor nerves consist of ~100 axons that exit spinal cord and initially fasciculate along a 
common path before diverging along two branches to innervate targets in the ventral 
myotome (~60-80 axons) and in the dorsal myotome respectively (Myers et al. 1986; 
Westerfield et al. 1986; Westerfield 1987). We and others have previously shown that 
these motor nerves consist of the same cell types as mammals, are myelinated and form 
stable neuromuscular junctions by 5dpf, and undergo all of the hallmarks of degeneration 
after nerve transection (Kucenas et al. 2008; Rosenberg et al. 2012; Binari et al. 2013; 
Lewis and Kucenas 2014; Rosenberg et al. 2014). Moreover, using non-invasive laser-
transection and transgenic markers, we have used this model to observe the intercellular 
interactions between Schwann cells, Macrophages, and axons in regeneration in real time 
in vivo. Using this system, we have demonstrated that Schwann cells and the axon 
guidance receptor dcc provide critical directional information to ventrally directed axons 
as they regenerate across the injury gap (Rosenberg et al. 2012; Rosenberg et al. 2014).  
Here we have adopted this model to define whether and how axons regenerate 
selectively to their original target areas. We first transected both nerve branches proximal 
to the branch choice point and used a branch specific transgene Tg(CM-isl1:gfp) to 
determine whether dorsally directed axons selectively regenerate to the dorsal myotome 
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(Uemura et al. 2005). In Chapter 2, we demonstrate that the majority of fascicles that 
innervated the dorsal myotome in development regenerate to this target region (80%) and 
conclude that vertebrate axons can regrow with selectivity to their original nerve branch. 
Using real time in vivo imaging we show that regenerating axons search the transection 
gap extensively before stabilizing growth to the correct nerve branch and destabilizing 
growth to inappropriate targets. We take advantage of the genetic tractability of zebrafish 
to show that collagen modifications provided by the glycosyltransferase lysyl hydroxylase 
3 (lh3) are required for growth and guidance of regenerating dorsal axons. We next 
demonstrate that after injury, lh3’s substrate collagen4a5 – a resident of the basal lamina 
- is upregulated in a specific subset of Schwann cells ventral and ventrolateral to the 
transection gap and is required to destabilize regenerating axons that search in these 
inappropriate target regions. Finally, we show that lh3 acts post injury in Schwann cells 
to guide regenerating axons. Collectively, these data demonstrate that after nerve 
transection, local Schwann cells modify the basal lamina to direct axons on target 
selective pathways in regeneration (Chapter 2).  
We next asked how these basal lamina cues might destabilize regenerating axons. 
Collagen4 is known to bind the axon guidance repellents Netrin and Slit (Yebra et al. 
2003; Xiao et al. 2011) and in rodent models, both netrin and slit are upregulated in 
Schwann cells after peripheral nerve transection (Madison et al. 2000; Tanno et al. 2005). 
We previously showed that netrin is expressed in Schwann cells in larval zebrafish and 
that the netrin receptor dcc is required for ventral axons to innervate the appropriate 
ventral targets (Rosenberg et al. 2014). Here, we show that while dcc is dispensable for 
dorsal nerve regeneration, slit1a is upregulated with col4a5 after nerve transection. 
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Together these results suggest that axons regenerating to different branches require 
different guidance cues. Furthermore they provide a possible mechanistic framework by 
which Schwann cells modify the basal lamina to aggregate canonical guidance cues to 
direct regenerating axons (Isaacman-Beck et al., in press). 
In Chapter 3, we follow up on these findings with several unpublished 
discoveries. We demonstrate that overexpression of col4a5 in all Schwann cells disrupts 
target-selectivity in regeneration suggesting that col4a5 may be required in specific 
locations and at specific levels to direct regenerating dorsal axons. Furthermore we show 
that the slit receptors robo2 and robo3 are required for dorsal nerve regeneration 
suggesting that slit-robo repulsion might guide regenerating axons. Finally, we outline 
future experiments to determine the cell type requirements for robo2 and robo3 in 
peripheral nerve regeneration and ultimately to define whether col4a5 presents slits to 
regenerating motor axons to direct them on target selective pathways.	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Chapter 2:  
The lh3 glycosyltransferase directs target-selective peripheral nerve 
regeneration 
The data in Chapter 2 are in press at Neuron. 
Jesse Isaacman-Beck, Valerie Schneider, Clara Franzini-Armstrong and Michael Granato 
Summary  
 Functional PNS regeneration requires injured axons to return to their original 
synaptic targets, yet the mechanisms underlying target-selective regeneration have 
remained elusive. Using live-cell imaging in zebrafish we find that regenerating motor 
axons exhibit a strong preference for their original muscle territory, and that axons probe 
both correct and incorrect trajectories extensively before selecting their original path. We 
show that this process requires the glycosyltransferase lh3 and that post-injury expression 
of lh3 in Schwann cells is sufficient to restore target-selective regeneration. Moreover, 
we demonstrate that Schwann cells neighboring the transection site express the lh3 
substrate collagen4a5 and that during regeneration collagen4a5 destabilizes axons 
probing inappropriate trajectories to ensure target-selective regeneration, possibly 
through the axonal repellant slit1a. Our results demonstrate that selective ECM 
components match subpopulations of regenerating axons with their original targets, and 
reveal a previously unappreciated mechanism that conveys synaptic target selection to 
regenerating axons in vivo. 
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Introduction 
Axons of the peripheral nervous system have the remarkable ability to regenerate 
following injury and form functional connections with their original targets. Damage to 
peripheral nerves such as acute mechanical trauma, disease or chemical insult triggers the 
well-characterized program of Wallerian degeneration that results in axonal 
fragmentation and debris clearance involving immune and Schwann cells (Waller 1849; 
Vargas and Barres 2007). Concomitantly, denervated Schwann cells de-differentiate to a 
more stem cell-like phenotype with critical roles in supporting axonal regrowth from the 
proximal nerve stump (Zochodne 2008; Rosenberg et al. 2014). There, intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors promote sprouting of axonal growth cones, which then begin their 
regenerative journey to re-establish functional connections with their original synaptic 
targets (reviewed in Zochodne 2008; Brushart 2011).  
 
Not surprisingly, the degree of functional regeneration depends largely on the type of 
injury (Kruspe et al. 2014). For example, crush injuries leave the nerve-ensheathing basal 
lamina intact, thereby providing an uninterrupted tube-like permissive substrate that can 
lead regenerating axons back to their appropriate targets (Haftek and Thomas 1968; 
Westerfield and Powell 1983; Scherer and Easter 1984; Sketelj et al. 1989). In contrast, 
nerve transections disrupt the continuity of the nerve and nerve basal lamina, forcing 
regenerating axons to navigate across the injury gap through an acellular environment 
(Forman and Berenberg 1978; Forman et al. 1979). This challenge is even greater in 
cases when regenerating axons encounter a nerve branch choice point distal to the injury 
site. Axons that fail to select appropriate branch-specific trajectories frequently miss their 
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original targets, thereby decreasing the degree of functional regeneration (reviewed in 
Brushart 2011). Moreover, misguided axons can innervate inappropriate targets, leading 
to involuntary muscle contractions such as those observed in facial palsy (Kimura et al. 
1975; Spector et al. 1991). Several studies argue that this sparse and/or ectopic axonal 
reinnervation is the result of regenerating axons selecting their path at branch points in a 
stochastic manner (Westerfield and Powell 1983; Scherer 1986; Westerfield 1987; 
English 2005), while others conclude that regenerating axons somehow ‘recognize’ their 
original trajectory (Mark 1965; Sperry and Arora 1965; Grimm 1971; Stephenson 1979; 
Kuffler 1986b; Brushart 1988; Lee and Farel 1988). However, the mechanisms and 
molecules that enable regenerating axons to select their original trajectory as they 
encounter branch choice points in vivo have remained elusive. 
 
Extracellular matrix (ECM) components and their modifying enzymes are known to 
provide critical guidance to developing axons, and while several ECM components are 
transcriptionally upregulated following peripheral nerve injury, their roles in axonal 
regeneration have not been well defined in vivo (Kubo et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2011; Nix 
et al. 2014). In regenerating peripheral nerves, ECM components are the second most 
upregulated class of genes, and while regenerating axons are known to associate with the 
ECM as they to return to their targets (Chernousov and Carey 2000; Kubo et al. 2002; 
Chen et al. 2011; Nix et al. 2014), the role of ECM components and their modifying 
enzymes has not been fully elucidated in genetic loss of function studies, mainly due to 
their frequent essential requirement during developmental processes (Löhler et al. 1984; 
Guo et al. 1991; George et al. 1993; Smyth et al. 1999; Myllyharju 2004; Poschl 2004; 
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Ruotsalainen et al. 2006). Here, we take advantage of the optical transparency and 
stereotyped peripheral motor nerve architecture in larval zebrafish to determine the role 
of ECM components in target specific regeneration of spinal motor axons. We find that 
the collagen-modifying glycosyltransferase lysyl hydroxylase 3 (lh3) is critical for 
regenerative growth and guidance of axons of the dorsal but not ventral nerve branch, and 
that lh3 expression during regeneration and in Schwann cells is sufficient to restore 
dorsal regeneration. Furthermore we show that in vivo lh3 exerts its function at least in 
part through its well-established substrate collagen4a5 (Wang et al. 2000; Ruotsalainen et 
al. 2006), and that following nerve transection collagen4a5 mRNA is selectively 
upregulated in Schwann cells at the lesion site. Combined our results revise the widely 
held assumption that during regeneration ECM components serve primarily as permissive 
substrates, and reveal an underappreciated yet specific role in directing regenerating 
axons towards their original targets.  
 
Results 
Regenerating motor axons select their original trajectory with high fidelity 
Following complete nerve transection, peripheral axons can successfully traverse a 
short, acellular injury gap, yet whether axons randomly extend towards their original 
targets when confronted with a path choice or whether mechanisms for target-selective 
innervation exist has long been a point of contention (Westerfield and Powell 1983; 
Scherer 1986; Kuffler 1986b; Brushart 1993; English 2005). As a first step to distinguish 
between these possibilities in a live vertebrate system, we took advantage of the simple 
architecture of larval zebrafish peripheral motor nerves. Each motor nerve consists of 
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approximately 100 fasciculated axons, which separate into two main nerve branches 
shortly after exiting from the spinal cord: a ventral nerve branch consisting of 60-80 
axons with synaptic targets in the ventral myotome, and a dorsal nerve branch consisting 
of 20-30 axons innervating the dorsal myotome (Myers et al. 1986; Westerfield et al. 
1986 and Figure 1A; Westerfield 1987). 
 
To test whether regenerating motor axons preferentially select their original branch-
specific nerve path, we laser-transected the entire motor nerve proximal to where the 
trajectories of the dorsal and ventral branches diverge, creating a ~9µm gap between the 
proximal and distal nerve stumps (Rosenberg et al. 2012; Binari et al. 2013; Lewis and 
Kucenas 2014; Rosenberg et al. 2014). We labeled both ventral and dorsal nerve axons 
using the Tg(Xla.Tubb:DsRed) transgene (Peri and Nüsslein-Volhard 2008), and 
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Figure 1: Regenerating motor axons select their original trajectory with high fidelity. (A,B) 
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nerves prior  to  the  choice point  and observed  regeneration along  the dorsal  pathway  (dashed 
!"#$%&'()*+,"-$'*./01*+$-2(+*3,4(-)*%("5(*!"$%-(6!#,%*-#!(1*-6$'(*3$"*7*89:;<=*(C) By 48 hpt, dorsal 
axons regrow with great fidelity to the original trajectory (80% of fascicles that developed in the 
dorsal  ROI  regrew  on  the  dorsal  path,  n  =  14  larvae,  26  nerves;  red  arrowhead,  misguided 
regrowth).
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selectively labeled the dorsal branch with the Tg(isl1:GFP) transgene (Uemura et al. 
2005), thereby enabling us to monitor target-selective regeneration in vivo (Figure 1A,B). 
Prior to nerve transection (pre-lesion), the majority of Tg(isl1:GFP) labeled fascicles 
extend within a very narrow area that spans 20º of the dorsal myotome (Figure 1A, B). 
Forty-eight hours post nerve transection, 80% of these fascicles regenerated to this 
original area (Figure 1C; see Supplementary Experimental Procedures for more details on 
quantification). This is a significantly higher fraction than the 50% expected for a 
‘random’ mechanism given a binary choice between the 20º dorsal target area and regions 
outside, demonstrating that following complete nerve transection, regenerating axons of 
the dorsal nerve branch retain the ability to select their original branch-specific trajectory. 
Furthermore, transection of only the dorsal nerve branch resulted in the same degree of 
branch-specific regrowth of Tg(isl1:GFP) positive fascicles (data not shown), indicating 
that target-selective regeneration of dorsal nerve axons occurs independently of injury to 
ventral nerve axons. Together these results reveal that when confronted with a choice 
point, regenerating zebrafish motor axons select their original path with high fidelity, 
consistent with the existence of non-random genetic mechanisms that promote target-
selective regeneration. 
 
Regenerating axons probe the transection gap extensively before selecting their 
original path 
We next used live-cell imaging to examine the behavior of regenerating axons as they 
encounter a branch choice point. One possibility is that regenerating axons exclusively 
rely on a predetermined intrinsic program that instructs growth cones to extend rapidly 
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onto the appropriate path without probing the environment at choice points. 
Alternatively, regenerating growth cones might integrate extrinsic cues to select their 
appropriate path. A prediction for this latter scenario is that as regenerating growth cones 
cross the injury gap and encounter a choice point, they would extensively probe their 
environment for instructive cues. To determine the extent to which regenerating growth 
cones probe their environment, we transected the dorsal nerve branch and monitored in 
vivo growth cone dynamics of pioneering axons as they cross the injury gap and 
encounter the branch choice point (Figure 2A-F; Movie S1). Following transection, axons 
proximal to the injury site retracted, while distal axons underwent the well documented 
process of Wallerian degeneration, which is conserved in zebrafish (Waller 1849; Cajal 
1928; Vargas and Barres 2007; Martin et al. 2010; Gaudet et al. 2011; Rosenberg et al. 
2012; Lewis and Kucenas 2014; Rosenberg et al. 2014). Between 7 and 11 hours post-
transection (hpt) we observed the first axons sprouting growth cones into the transection 
gap, where they probed the environment with short bursts of extension and retraction. 
Surprisingly, these bursts of extension and retraction occurred at almost equal frequencies 
towards the correct dorsal path and towards the incorrect ventral path (Figure 2B,C; 
Movie S1; dorsal: 17.1±1.46 bursts; ventral: 16.9±1.68 bursts; n = 20 nerves; See 
Experimental Procedures for quantification). Over the next 2-4 hours, we observed 
ventrally directed axons extending and collapsing frequently, while growth cones 
extending along the correct dorsal path stabilized more frequently (Figure 2D,E; n = 
15/16 nerves; Movie S1). These stabilized, dorsally directed axons then extended rapidly 
eventually reaching their original synaptic target regions in the distal dorsal myotome 
(Figure 2F; Movie S1). Thus, as regenerating axons of the dorsal nerve branch encounter 
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the nerve branch point, they explore both the correct dorsal and incorrect ventral path 
before ultimately selecting the path to their original synaptic targets. This extensive 
probing behavior strongly supports the idea that regenerating growth cones rely on 
extrinsic cues to navigate their branch choice point.  
 
lh3 is required for growth of regenerating axons and target-selective regeneration 
Regenerating axons exhibit highly dynamic behaviors as they probe the transection 
gap, suggesting that cues in the extracellular environment might lead them back to their 
original trajectory. Therefore, we chose to test components of the extracellular matrix 
(ECM) for specific roles in this process. Collagens are abundant in the ECM, and it has 
long been noted that axons regenerate along basal lamina rich in Collagens (Carey et al. 
1983; Martin and Timpl 1987; Chernousov and Carey 2000). Given that vertebrate 
genomes express a large number of Collagen-encoding genes (28 in mammals, 42 in 
zebrafish), we decided to broadly test the role of Collagens in nerve regeneration by 
analyzing a single gene whose function is critical for post-translational Collagen 
modifications. Collagens are modified by ~20 isoenzymes, including glycosyltransferases 
whose functions are critical for collagen assembly, secretion and function (Myllyharju 
2004). Of these, lysyl hydroxylase 3 (lh3) is a well-characterized glycosyltransferase that 
modifies a known set of Collagens for proper secretion and deposition in the ECM 
(Norman and Moerman 2000 and Figure S3; Ruotsalainen et al. 2006; Sipilä et al. 2007).  
To bypass the requirement of lh3 during development (Zeller and Granato 1999; 
Schneider and Granato 2006), we generated a conditional, heat-inducible 
Tg(hsp70l:lh3myc) transgene  to restore early motor nerve development in lh3 mutants, 
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and then examined dorsal nerve regeneration in animals lacking lh3 during regeneration 
(hereafter ‘conditional lh3 mutants’ see Supplemental Experimental Procedures, and 
Figure S1). At 5 days post fertilization (dpf), peripheral motor nerves in these conditional 
lh3 mutants were indistinguishable from those of wild type siblings, including the 
presence of closely associated Schwann cells (compare Figure 2A, G, and data not 
shown). Following dorsal nerve transection in conditional lh3 mutants, we observed 
distal motor axon fragmentation and axonal debris removal, followed by proximal growth 
cones sprouting with kinetics comparable to those observed in wild type siblings (Figure 
2H-I; Movie S2 and data not shown). Like in wild type, regenerating lh3 mutant growth 
cones probed the transection gap through multi-directional extension and retraction 
(Figure 2I-L). However, in contrast to wild type growth cones, many lh3 mutant axons 
failed to consolidate onto their original dorsally directed path, and instead repeatedly 
exhibited short bursts of extension and retraction which lasted for the duration of 
recording (10 hours; n = 10/26 nerves; Movie S2). In cases where lh3 mutant axons 
stabilized growth, these axons often grew into aberrant regions of the myotome (n = 8/26 
nerves; data not shown). To quantify the role of lh3 beyond the early stages of axonal 
regrowth, we first analyzed dorsal axon regrowth extent at 48 hpt, when wild type 
peripheral motor axons have regrown sufficiently to restore neuromuscular function 
(Figure 3 and Rosenberg et al. 2012). In wild type siblings, over 80% of dorsal nerve 
axons regrew into the dorsal myotome. In contrast, in lh3 mutants only 60% of dorsal 
nerve axons regrew into the dorsal myotome, demonstrating that lh3 is required to 
support growth of regenerating dorsal nerve axons in vivo (Figure 3A-D, quantified in G 
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“dorsal” using categories described in G inset, Figure A2 and Supplementary 
Experimental Procedures; regrowth = extent categories 3-5; p<0.001).  
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We noticed that instead of returning to their original dorsal muscle targets 
regenerating dorsal nerve axons in lh3 mutants frequently invaded lateral as well as 
ventral regions of the myotome (Figure 3D; red arrowheads). To quantify the precision 
with which dorsal nerve axons regrew to their original dorsal targets, we applied a 
modified Sholl analysis (Sholl 1953; Li and Hoffman-Kim 2008). In wild type siblings, 
68% of regenerating fascicles from the dorsal nerve regrew and formed synapses on 
muscle fibers within a 20º region of their original synaptic target area while in lh3 
mutants regrowth to this area was reduced to 26%, resulting in increased ectopic 
regrowth either adjacent to their original target area or into the ventral myotome (Figure 
3H,I, Figure S2). To also take into account the number of fascicles present prior to nerve 
transection, we introduced a directionality ratio (% of fascicles in target area pre 
transection ÷ % of fascicles in target area post transection normalized to wild type; See 
Supplementary Experimental Procedures for more details). This confirmed that in lh3 
mutants the proportion of regenerating axons that extend along their original trajectory is 
significantly decreased (Figure 3K). We noted that in lh3 mutants some fascicles regrew 
Figure 2: lh3 is required for pathway stabilization in early regeneration. (A) Wild type dorsal 
nerve prior to nerve transection (white dashed box, transection site; yellow dashed box, region 
!"#$%&%'()%$)*+,-)./"0')1"2)3)456!78)(B,C) In wild type dorsal nerve regeneration, axons sprout 
growth  cones and probe  the myotome  through multi­directional  extension and  retraction  (red 
"229:;'"(<) ='$>2"0) ?291%$#-)#2''$)"229:;'"(<)(92."0) ?291%$#-) ./"0')1"2<) 456!78) (D­F) Axons 
then  destabilize  searching  on  the  ventral  path  and  stabilize  searching  on  the  dorsal  path 
@0>%!">'0A) 0'"(%$#)>9)2"?%()(%2'/>%9$"0)#29:>;)B$)3)C) 0"2="'<)4DE4F)$'2='.78) (G) Conditional  lh3 
mutant dorsal nerves develop  indistinguishably  from wild  type  (white dashed box,  transection 
.%>'-)A'009:)(".;'()19G<) 2'#%9$)!"#$%&%'() %$)H+I78) (H­L),  In  the absence of  lh3, axons sprout 
#29:>;)/9$'.)"&>'2)>2"$.'/>%9$8)JG9$.)?291')>;')!A9>9!')!@0>%+(%2'/>%9$"00A)B!"#'$>"<)A'009:)
"$() #2''$) (9>.) >2"/K) %$(%=%(@"0) &"./%/0'.7<) 1@>) 9&>'$) &"%0) >9) .>"1%0%L') (92."0) .'"2/;%$#) "$()
('.>"1%0%L')='$>2"0).'"2/;%$#)B$)3)44) 0"2="'-)45EMF)$'2='.78) N$)/".'.):;'2') lh3 mutant axons 
stabilized growth, these axons often grew into aberrant regions of the myotome (n = 8/26 nerves, 
?O5855478)
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just outside the 20º region. Including these fascicles in our analysis did not change the 
statistical significance between mutants and wild type (p<0.001). Thus, lh3 plays dual 
roles in regeneration by promoting the overall growth of regenerating dorsal nerve axons, 
and by directing their growth to their original target area.   
We next asked whether lh3 is broadly required for regeneration of all motor axons, or 
whether lh3 function is selective for dorsal nerve regeneration. For this, we transected 
ventral nerves in conditional lh3 mutant larvae and quantified axon regeneration along 
this path. We detected no significant difference in the extent or fidelity of lh3 ventral 
nerve regeneration when compared to wild type siblings (Figure 3G “ventral” and Figure 
A3,A4). Combined, these data demonstrate that lh3 selectively promotes regeneration 
and target-selectivity of regenerating dorsal nerve axons.  
Finally, we tested if lh3 functions during the process of regeneration. To address this, 
we induced lh3 expression from the Tg(hsp70l:lh3myc) around 6 hours after dorsal nerve 
transection, just before the first regenerating growth cones emerge. This almost 
completely restored the extent of dorsal nerve outgrowth at 48 hours post transection in 
conditional lh3 mutants (Figure 3E-G), and significantly increased the ability of 
regenerating axons to return to their original target area (Figure 3J,K, p<0.001).  
Combined, these data provide compelling evidence that lh3 functions to promote 
regrowth and target-selective regeneration of dorsal nerve axons during the process of 
regeneration.   
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The lh3 substrate collagen4a5 (col4a5) directs regenerating dorsal nerve axons 
To define the molecular mechanism by which lh3 guides regenerating dorsal 
nerve axons, we took a candidate approach. lh3 predominantly glycosylates fibrillar 
collagens and basal laminar collagens (Anttinen et al. 1978; Wang et al. 2000; Sipilä et 
al. 2007), and we therefore examined mutants for three lh3 basal laminar collagen 
substrates. We concentrated on collagen4a5 (col4a5) and collagen18a1 (col18a1) 
because their expression is upregulated following peripheral nerve injury (Siironen et al. 
1992; Kubo et al. 2002; Arthur-Farraj et al. 2012), and we focused on collagen19a1 
(col19a1) because of its role in motor axon guidance during zebrafish development 
(Beattie et al. 2000; Hilario et al. 2010). Each of these collagens contains several 
predicted lh3 glycosylation sites required for proper secretion and deposition into the 
ECM (Figure S3 and Hautala et al. 1992; Wang et al. 2000; Ruotsalainen et al. 2006). 
Consistent with this we find that transgenic Col4a5 expression in mutants lacking lh3 
activity, but not in wild type embryos, caused aberrant Col4a5 protein localization, 
providing direct evidence that in zebrafish lh3 is required for Col4a5 localization (Figure 
Figure 3: lh3 is required for regenerative axonal growth and target­selective regeneration. 
(A­D) Compared to sibling nerves (A,B) conditional lh3 mutant motor nerves (C,D) regrew fewer 
fascicles, and those that regrew often targeted to aberrant regions of the myotome (white dashed 
box, transection site, yellow triangle, dorsal ROI; red arrowheads, misguided fascicles; scale bar 
!"#$%&'(""(E,F) Global conditional expression of a heat­induced lh3 transgene after transection 
)*+,-*."/01+".*2*,/(" " (G)  lh3  is required for regenerative growth across populations (wild  type 
sibling, n = 13 larvae, 39 nerves; lh3, n = 13 larvae, 35 nerves; Global lh3 rescue, n = 8 larvae, 
3#" 4*)5*+'(" 67&*)7" 8-,1.7" /)7,149+" +0:;" +*&1<=-74/1/7/15*" )*9):;/0" >*?/*4/@" ,7/*9:)1*+"
described  in  Supplementary  Experimental  Procedures  (black  =  uninjured  axons,  pink  = 
)*9*4*)7/*."7?:4+'("A*9*4*)7/149"5*4/)78"7?:4+".:"4:/")*=-1)*"lh3 function (sibling, n = 9 larvae, 
25 nerves; lh3B"4"!"#C"87)57*B"DE"4*)5*+'( (H­K) Modified Sholl analysis (see Figure S2) reveals 
that  in comparison  to siblings  (H),  fewer  lh3" 27+,1,8*+" FG'" )*9)*;" /:" /0*".:)+78"&H:/:&*("I01+"
defect was partially rescued by ubiquitous lh3"/)74+9*4*"*?J)*++1:4".-)149")*9*4*)7/1:4"FK'("FL'"
I0*+*" .122*)*4,*+" ;*)*" +/7/1+/1,788H  significant  after  adjusting  for  developmental  dorsal  axon 
J7//*)4149"14"/0*".1)*,/1:4781/H")7/1:"F+**"M-JJ8*&*4/7)H"N?J*)1&*4/78"O):,*.-)*+"2:)".*/718+'("
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S3). To determine the in-vivo roles of the three collagens in peripheral nerve 
regeneration, we obtained existing zebrafish col4a5 and col19a1 mutants (Xiao and Baier 
2007; Hilario et al. 2010), and generated several TALEN induced col18a1 mutations 
predicted to abolish col18a1 function (see Experimental Procedures, Figure A5).   
Like lh3 mutants, none of these mutants exhibited defects in ventral axon 
regeneration (Figure A6). Importantly, dorsal axon regeneration was unaffected in 
col18a1 and col19a1 mutants, demonstrating that the mere removal of a basement 
membrane collagen is not sufficient to disrupt regeneration (Figure S3,A7). Furthermore, 
dorsal nerve development in col4a5 mutants was indistinguishable from that in wild type 
siblings (compare Figure 4A,D). However, similar to lh3 mutant fascicles, 57% of col4a5 
mutant fascicles regenerated into aberrant lateral and ventral regions of the myotome 
(Figure 4E,F). In comparison to wild type siblings, this significant decrease in the ability 
of col4a5 mutant axons to regenerate onto the correct path (Figure 4B,C,G) demonstrates 
that col4a5 is critical for dorsal axon regeneration in vivo, and that lh3 operates — at 
least partially — through col4a5 to mediate peripheral nerve regeneration. Finally, we 
asked when and where col4a5 is expressed during nerve regeneration (Figure 4H-K).  In 
the absence of nerve transection, col4a5 mRNA is detectable in spinal cord cells adjacent 
to the central canal (data not shown), but was undetectable along the ventral or dorsal 
nerve path (Figure 4I, data not shown). In contrast, between 8 and 15 hpt, col4a5 mRNA 
was upregulated in Schwann cells just ventral and ventrolateral to the transection site 
(Figure 4H,J,K). Thus, col4a5 mRNA is upregulated precisely when and where 
regenerating dorsal nerve axons select their original trajectory. 
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Col4a5 promotes target specific regeneration by destabilizing misdirected axons 
We next wanted to understand how col4a5 directs dorsal nerve regrowth. Given that 
col4a5 is a constituent of the basement membrane, we first examined basement 
membrane integrity in col4a5 mutants by immunohistochemistry and electron 
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microscopy. This revealed no difference between wild-type siblings and col4a5 mutants 
in the basal lamina directly at the dorsal nerve choice point or at neuromuscular basement 
membranes, arguing against a significant defect in basement membrane integrity causing 
the observed regeneration phenotype (Figure S4). Regenerating axons extend in close 
association with the remaining basement membranes of the injured nerve, and we 
therefore asked if and to what extent regenerating axons in col4a5 mutants retained their 
ability to grow. For this we quantified average and maximum forward axonal growth 
rates in col4a5 mutants following nerve transection. In col4a5 mutants regenerative 
growth rates were indistinguishable from those in wild type animals (wild type: average = 
0.15mm/day; maximum = 0.51mm/day; n = 11 fascicles in 11 nerves; col4a5: average = 
0.14mm/day; maximum = 0.48mm/day; n = 17 fascicles in 17 nerves; See Experimental 
Procedures for quantification).  
We therefore considered that rather than regulating growth rates col4a5 might promote 
target specific regeneration by destabilizing axons probing incorrect trajectories. For this 
we analyzed growth cone behaviors of regenerating col4a5 dorsal nerve axons in vivo. 
Similar to wild type axons, between 7 and 11 hpt regenerating col4a5 axons sprout 
Figure 4: The  lh3 substrate collagen4a5  (col4a5)  is upregulated after nerve  transection 
and directs  regenerating dorsal nerve axons.  (A­F) After nerve  transection, sibling nerves 
(A,B) regenerate to the original outgrowth pathway whereas col4a5 nerves regrow into aberrant 
regions of the myotome (D,E; yellow triangles, dorsal ROI; red arrowheads, misguided fascicle). 
(C,F) Modified Sholl analysis reveals  that  in comparison to siblings (n = 7  larvae, 19 nerves), 
fewer col4a5 fascicles regrew to the dorsal ROI  (n = 12 larvae, 35 nerves). (G) These differences 
were  statistically  significant  after  adjusting  for  developmental  dorsal  axon  patterning  in  the 
directionality ratio. (H) Region of transected nerves showing col4a5 mRNA signal in J­K (oblique 
white  line,  transection site; white dashed box, region of nerve shown in  I­K).  (I) col4a5  in situ 
hybridization  in  untransected  hemisegments  revealed  sparse  signal  (n  =  12  larvae,  36/54 
nerves).  (J,K) 8­15  hours  post­transection,  col4a5 mRNA was  upregulated  in  Schwann  cells 
(shown  in  isolation  in J) ventral and ventrolateral  to  the  transection site  (n = same 12  larvae; 
!"#$%&'()*(+,&-&.&%/%%01/&233&+453(&65)+&7&0%89/
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growth cones into the injury gap, and like wild type axons, they immediately and 
extensively probe their environment (compare Figure 5A-C to Figure 5F-H; Movie S3). 
As they explored their environment col4a5 mutant axons extended and retracted onto the 
dorsal path with the same frequency when compared to wild type axons (Figure 5K; See 
Supplemental Experimental Procedures for quantification). In contrast, unlike in wild 
type animals regenerating axons in col4a5 mutants that probed aberrant ventral or 
ventrolateral territories frequently stabilized and grew (Figure 5D,E; 5I,J; Movie S3; 
quantified in Figure 5K). Importantly, a significant fraction of these aberrantly projecting 
axons were the first to enter the transection gap (38%, 5/13 nerves). While we cannot 
formally exclude a potential role for col4a5 in axonal fasciculation, our data is consistent 
with the idea that rather than defasciculating from axons directed towards the correct 
dorsal targets, these axons lacked proper guidance early in regeneration.  Thus, during 
regeneration col4a5 does not control axonal growth rates but instead axonal growth 
directionality. These data provide compelling evidence that as dorsal axons navigate their 
branch choice point, col4a5 destabilizes misdirected dorsal axons to redirect them 
 
Figure 5: col4a5 destabilizes aberrant growth early  in  regeneration.  (A) Wild  type dorsal 
nerve prior to nerve transection (white dashed box, transection site; yellow dashed box, region 
!"#$%&%'()%$)*+,-)./"0')1"2)3)456!78)(B,C) In wild type dorsal nerve regeneration, axons sprout 
#29:;<)/9$'.)"$()=291');<')!>9;9!');<29?#<)!?0;%+(%2'/;%9$"0)'@;'$.%9$)"$()2';2"/;%9$8)(D,E) 
Over time, axons destabilize searching on the ventral path and stabilize searching on the dorsal 
=";<)?0;%!";'0>)0'"(%$#);9)2"=%()(%2'/;%9$"0)#29:;<)A$)3)B)0"2C"'D)4EF4G)$'2C'.78)(F) col4a5 dorsal 
nerves  develop  indistinguishably  from wild  type  siblings  (white  dashed  box,  transection  site; 
>'009:)(".<'()19@D)2'#%9$)!"#$%&%'()%$)H+I78)(G,H) Regenerating col4a5 axons sprout growth 
cones and search the myotome through multi­directional extension and retraction  (I) Over time, 
"@9$.).;"1%0%J').'"2/<%$#)9$);<')(92."0)=";<)1?;)&"%0);9)('.;"1%0%J').'"2/<%$#)9$);<')C'$;2"0)=";<8 
(J) This ultimately  leads to aberrant  invasion of ventral regions of the myotome (n = 8 larvae, 
4KFLE) $'2C'.-) =) M) 58555478) N'() "229:<'"(.D) C'$;2"0) .'"2/<%$#-) #2''$) "229:<'"(D) (92."0)
.'"2/<%$#-)./"0')1"2)3)456!8 (K) Wild type and col4a5 fascicles extend and retract with the same 
&2'O?'$/>) 9$) ;<') (92."0) =";<8) P$) /9$;2".;) ;9) :%0() ;>='D) !%.;"2#';'() col4a5  fascicles  often 
.;"1%0%J'()"$()#2':8)
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towards their original trajectory.  
Finally, we asked whether destabilization or collapse of misdirected axons correlates 
with the expression of repulsive guidance cues. Given their well established roles in 
growth cone repulsion and their ability to bind to col4a5 (Yebra et al. 2003; Xiao et al. 
2011), we focused on Netrin and Slit. We have previously shown that both of the 
zebrafish netrin homologues are expressed in motor neurons and Schwann cells in 5DPF 
larvae, and that the netrin receptor dcc is required for ventral nerve regeneration 
(Rosenberg et al. 2014). To test whether Netrin-DCC signaling is required for dorsal 
nerve regeneration we transected dorsal nerves in dcc mutant larvae. We did not observe 
any defects in dcc mutant nerve regeneration (data not shown). We therefore examined 
the expression of the four slit homologues in zebrafish - slit1a, slit1b, slit2 and slit3. Prior 
to or following dorsal nerve transection we observed enriched levels of slit1b, slit2, and 
slit3 mRNAs in the spinal cord, but failed to detect expression in transected dorsal nerves  
(Figure A8). In contrast, 8-15 hours following nerve transection we observed robust 
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upregulation of slit1a mRNA expression ventral and ventrolateral to the lesion site, in the 
same regions we observed col4a5 mRNA (Figure 6A-C). Double in-situ hybridization 
confirmed that col4a5 and slit1a mRNA expression strongly co-localizes to a small group 
of Schwann cells (Figure 6D and Figure 4H-K). Thus, col4a5 is required to direct dorsal 
nerve regeneration, and together with the guidance repellent slit1a is upregulated in a 
small group of Schwann cells located just ventral and ventrolateral to the transection gap, 
suggesting a pivotal role for Schwann cells in col4a5-dependent regeneration.   
 
lh3 function in peripheral glia directs regenerating axons  
To identify the cell types relevant for lh3 and col4a5 in axonal regeneration, we 
employed a transgenic rescue strategy. Like in mammals, zebrafish peripheral motor 
nerves consist of several cell types, most prominently neurons, perineural glia, and 
Schwann cells (Kucenas et al. 2008; Zochodne 2008; Brushart 2011; Lyons and Talbot 
2014). In addition, peripheral nerves are in close contact with muscle fibers. Given that 
during regeneration col4a5 mRNA expression localizes to Schwann cells and Schwann 
cells are required for dorsal nerve regeneration (Figure 4J,K, Figure A9), we tested 
whether expression of the col4a5 glycosyltransferase lh3 in Schwann cells is sufficient to 
restore dorsal nerve regeneration in lh3 mutants. For this we generated stable transgenic 
lines expressing lh3 under the control of the sox10 promoter Tg(sox10:lh3-mkate). As a 
control we also generated transgenic lines expressing lh3 in somitic muscle directly 
adjacent to the path of regenerating axons using the Tg(aActin:lh3-mkate) transgene. 
Though lh3 expression from the Tg(aActin:lh3-mkate) transgene was detectable in 
muscle cells adjacent to the nerve path, this was insufficient to restore lh3 axon 
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regeneration (Figure 7A,B,E). In contrast, Schwann cell-specific expression of 
Tg(sox10:lh3-mkate) in lh3 mutants restored axon regeneration (Figure 7C-E). 
Importantly, in lh3 mutants, the number and position of Sox10+ Schwann cells along the 
dorsal motor nerve were indistinguishable from that in wild type siblings (lh3 = 6.49 ± 
0.16, n = 81 nerves; wild type = 6.46 ± 0.14, n= 90 nerves, Figure A10). Thus, lh3 
function in Schwann cells — but not in muscle — is sufficient to direct dorsal nerve 
axons during regeneration. Combined, our data suggest a model in which lh3 functions in 
a small group of Schwann cells to ensure proper secretion and/localization of Col4a5; 
Col4a5 de-stabilizes incorrectly projecting axons – possibly through slit1a – thereby 
promoting target specific regeneration (Figure 7F).  
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Discussion  
Non-neuronal cells, including fibroblasts and Schwann cells, are known to generate 
an extrinsic milieu that promotes axon regeneration (Richardson et al. 1980; Schröder et 
al. 1993; Paíno et al. 1994; Xu et al. 1997; Parrinello et al. 2010) but whether this 
environment also provides regenerating axons with target-specificity has been 
controversial. Here, using non-invasive live-imaging of regenerating vertebrate axons, we 
demonstrate that following nerve transection, axons confronted with a trajectory choice 
select the appropriate path back to their original targets, and that this process depends on 
extrinsic cues. Specifically, we identify a molecular pathway that includes Schwann cell 
expression of the glycosyltransferase lh3, and demonstrate that expression of lh3 post-
transection is required to convey target specificity. We show that one lh3 substrate, 
col4a5, is upregulated in a defined subset of Schwann cells when these regenerating 
axons select their original trajectory, and that col4a5 destabilizes mistargeted axons to 
provide target specificity to a subset of regenerating axons in vivo. Finally, we find that 
nerve transection induces upregulation of the canonical axon guidance repellent slit1a in 
cells expressing col4a5, providing a potential mechanism by which col4a5 promotes 
target-selective regeneration (Figure 7F). Together, our results provide compelling 
evidence that regenerating axons targeted to different synaptic sites utilize specific ECM 
components that direct them back onto their original trajectories.  
 
Zebrafish spinal motor axons regenerate to their original developmental targets  
Since Ramon y Cajal’s original experiments demonstrating axonal misdirection 
during PNS regeneration (Cajal 1928), it has become clear that the degree of target-
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selective reinnervation varies. For example, fully transected sciatic nerve axons of the 
peroneal and tibial branches regenerating through a 5 mm Y-shaped tube displayed no 
preferential regeneration towards the appropriate distal nerve stump (Abernethy et al. 
1992), while transection and surgical apposition of transected mouse sciatic nerves 
resulted in ~85% of the common fibular branch axons re-innervating their original 
muscle targets (English 2005). In contrast, crushing the motor nerve such that the 
perineurium and the distal Schwann cell tubes remained intact resulted in over 90% of 
regenerating motor axons innervating their original muscle fibers (Nguyen et al. 2002). 
Thus, depending on the location and severity of the injury, regenerating axons display 
varying degrees of target-selective reinnervation. However, the in vivo behaviors of 
regenerating axons as they negotiate pathway options have remained elusive.  
In this study we fully transected motor nerves and generated a ~9µm injury gap, 
which destroys Schwann cells in the injury gap and induces characteristic regeneration-
associated morphological changes in Schwann cells neighboring the lesion site 
(Rosenberg et al. 2012; Lewis and Kucenas 2014). We find that under these conditions 
axons retain a high degree of target specificity (80%), indicating a non-random 
mechanism of reinnervation, consistent with previous reports (Mark 1965; Sperry and 
Arora 1965; Grimm 1971; Stephenson 1979; Kuffler 1986b; Brushart 1988; Lee and 
Farel 1988). We observed that regenerating axons initially extend highly dynamic growth 
cones randomly towards both correct and incorrect targets before eventually selecting 
their appropriate path (Figure A11). Moreover, our in vivo studies revealed that 
misprojecting growth cones destabilize in one of the first morphological steps towards 
target-selectivity (Figure 2), consistent with repulsive forces playing a role in this 
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process. Thus, live-cell imaging reveals that target-specific innervation is a multistep 
process that includes extensive interactions of regenerating axons with their environment. 
Indeed, endpoint analysis of transected mouse sciatic nerve axons (Witzel et al. 2005) 
revealed similar pathway sampling, suggesting that this is an evolutionarily conserved 
mechanism. 
 
lh3 reveals a novel role for collagens in target-selective peripheral nerve 
regeneration 
Components of the extracellular matrix including Heparan sulfate proteoglycans, 
collagens, and the enzymes that modify them post-translationally have well-documented 
roles in developmental axon guidance (Ackley et al. 2001; Bülow and Hobert 2006; Xiao 
et al. 2011; Poulain and Chien 2013). With a few exceptions (Chen 2003; Edwards and 
Hammarlund 2014), the in vivo roles of ECM components and their modifying enzymes 
in axonal regeneration are less well-established. This is in part because genetic knockouts 
of ECM components often have developmental phenotypes that preclude the analysis of 
nerve regeneration at later stages (Löhler et al. 1984; Guo et al. 1991; George et al. 1993; 
Smyth et al. 1999; Myllyharju 2004; Poschl 2004; Ruotsalainen et al. 2006). In vitro, 
there is compelling evidence that ECM molecules of the nerve basal lamina facilitate 
regrowth (Nathaniel and Pease 1963; Pollard and Fitzpatrick 1973; Forman and 
Berenberg 1978; Scherer and Easter 1984; Kuffler 1986a; Martini 1994). For example, 
axons from an excised mouse sciatic nerve can grow on acellular Schwann cell basal 
lamina, suggesting that ECM components are sufficient to support axonal regrowth (Ide 
et al. 1983). These and other ex vivo experiments have contributed to the notion that 
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during regeneration components of the ECM serve predominantly as permissive 
substrates (Wang et al. 1992a; Wang et al. 1992b; Werner et al. 2000; Uziyel et al. 2000). 
However, our genetic and live-cell imaging data indicate a much more directive role for 
the ECM during in vivo regeneration.  
Using an inducible transgene, we were able to determine whether lh3 is required 
during nerve regeneration, independent of its role during development. During 
development, lh3 is required in a subset of muscle cells to guide pioneering motor axons 
from the spinal cord to their intermediate target, independently of col4a5 (Zeller and 
Granato 1999). Following nerve transection, we find that lh3 expression in Schwann cells 
is required for target-selectivity of the dorsal but not ventral nerve axons, and that this 
process also requires the lh3 substrate col4a5 (Figures 3-5,7). Importantly, col4a5 does 
not appear to regulate axonal growth rates but instead directs regenerating axons towards 
their original targets by destabilizing mistargeted axons (Figure 5, Movie S3). Thus, 
independent of their developmental roles, lh3 and col4a5 provide regenerating axons with 
target specificity, demonstrating that in vivo ECM collagens provide more than a 
permissive substrate for axon regeneration.  
 
lh3 and col4a5 reveal a Schwann cell dependent repair mechanism that ensures 
target-selectivity 
Our data provide compelling evidence that lh3 and col4a5 specifically direct 
regenerating axons of the dorsal nerve branch, matching these axons with their original 
targets and thereby achieving target-selective regeneration. While lh3 promotes growth 
and directionality of dorsal nerve axons, col4a5 appears critical only for axonal 
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directionality, consistent with the idea that lh3 exerts its various functions through 
different substrates, including col4a5. Given the large number of collagens in the 
vertebrate genome, it is unclear precisely which collagen or group of collagens play 
critical roles in peripheral nerve regeneration. Furthermore, although the exact 
contribution of individual glycosylation sites on collagens are not well established, 
collagens are glycosylated by additional glycosyltransferases such as GLT25D1 and 
GLT25D2 (Schegg et al. 2009), increasing the complexity of this system. 
How do lh3 and col4a5 selectively direct dorsal motor axons? While expression of 
lh3 in all Schwann cells restores target-selectivity, the relevant substrates, including 
col4a5, might be expressed only in a relevant subset of these cells. In fact, we find that 
col4a5 is upregulated in Schwann cells ventral and posterior to the transection gap 
(Figure 4,6). These data are consistent with rodents studies demonstrating that following 
peripheral nerve transection collagen4 is upregulated in Schwann cells, and that Schwann 
cells respond to injury with independent expression phenotypes depending on the nerve 
they associate with and their proximity to the injury site (Siironen et al. 1992; Höke et al. 
2006; Brushart et al. 2013). The spatially restricted expression of col4a5 also suggests a 
local mechanism by which col4a5 might either directly or indirectly guide regenerating 
axons. For example, Collagen4 subunits can bind Integrin receptors and Discoidin 
Domain Receptors (Leitinger and Hohenester 2007), and regenerating axons express 
Integrins (Lefcort et al. 1992; Vogelezang et al. 2001), providing a compelling scenario 
by which Schwann cells expressing Collagen4a5 might selectively guide dorsal nerve 
axons through Integrin receptors expressed on these but not on ventral nerve axons. 
Alternatively, Collagen4a5 might bind and concentrate axonal guidance ligands to direct 
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regenerating growth cones expressing the cognate guidance receptor. In fact, Col4a5 can 
bind Netrin and Slit, which are both upregulated after peripheral nerve transection in 
rodents (Yebra et al. 2003; Xiao et al. 2011). We find that Netrin-DCC signaling is 
dispensable for dorsal nerve regeneration, but that slit1A is upregulated with col4a5 in 
Schwann cells ventral and ventrolateral to the transection site. Thus, one possible 
scenario is that in response to injury Schwann cells ventral to the transection site secrete 
Collagen4a5 which binds and accumulates Slit protein, thereby forming a repulsive 
barrier that direct dorsal axons back onto their original, dorsal path (Figure 7F). Although 
future studies are required to determine whether these mechanisms operate in isolation or 
in combination, our data reveal for the first time that in vivo, distinct ECM components 
serve to selectively direct a subpopulation of regenerating axons towards their original 
targets. Moreover, our results provide a compelling mechanistic framework underlying 
target-selective regeneration.   
 
Experimental Procedures: 
Zebrafish genetics and transgenes 
All transgenic lines were generated in the Tübingen or Tupfel longfin (TLF) genetic 
background (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details) and maintained 
as previously described (Mullins et al. 1994). Several transgenes were utilized for live 
visualization of different cell types in vivo (described in Supplemental Experimental 
Procedures). The following previously described mutant strains were used: lh3TV2O5 
(Schneider and Granato 2006), col4a5s510 (Xiao and Baier 2007), and col19a1b393 (Hilario 
et al. 2010). col18a1 mutants were generated through TALEN injection targeting Exon 4 
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(disrupts all splice isoforms), and multiple alleles were identified using high resolution 
melt analysis (HRMA) as described (Dahlem et al. 2012). Zebrafish of both sexes were 
used, and all zebrafish work was conducted in accordance with Institutional Animal Care 
and Use Committee regulatory standards. 
 
Genotyping 
Genotyping protocols for the following mutants were performed as previously described: 
lh3TV2O5 (Schneider and Granato 2006) and col4a5s510 (Xiao and Baier 2007). col19a1b393 
mutants were phenotyped for delay in ventral motor nerve outgrowth using the 
Tg(Xla.Tubb:DsRed)zf148 transgene (Beattie et al. 2000; Peri and Nüsslein-Volhard 2008). 
Fluorescent transgenic expression was defined using an upright Olympus fluorescence 
dissection microscope and col18a1 alleles and myc-tagged transgenes were detected as 
described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.  
 
Conditional lh3 expression 
Embryos from matings between lh3TV205/+; Tg(hsp70l:lh3myc) and lh3TV205/+ adults were 
kept at 28ºC to the desired stage. For developmental heat shock (HS) treatments, 5 12 hpf 
embryos were placed in 150µL E3 medium in a single well of 96-well PCR plate, heat 
shocked for 5 min at 38ºC, and returned to 28ºC until 5 dpf. This treatment rescued 
developmental motor axon outgrowth in transgenic lh3 embryos, failed to rescue non-
transgenic embryos and had no effect on transgenic siblings (Figure S1). For post-
transection HS, individual 6 hpt larvae were placed in 150µL E3 medium in a single well 
of a 96-well PCR plate, heat shocked for 30min at 38ºC and returned to 28ºC until 
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observation at 48 hpt. This treatment rescued regenerative motor axon guidance in 
transgenic lh3 larvae, failed to rescue non-transgenic embryos and had no effect on 
transgenic siblings (Figure 3 and data not shown).  
 
Western Blot 
Embryos from the cross of lh3TV205/+; Tg(hsp70l:lh3myc) to lh3TV205/+ were kept at 28ºC 
and were heat shocked for 5 min at 12hpf at 38ºC. Embryos were raised as before and 
were lysed in pools of 20 in lysis buffer (10mM Tris pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 5mM EDTA, 
1% NP40, 10% glycerol) at 24hpf, 48hpf, 72hpf, 96hpf, and 120hpf and then were 
quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen. Western Blots were performed as previously described 
using the mouse monoclonal α-myc antibody 9E10 (Jing et al. 2010). 
  
Whole-mount fluorescent in situ hybridization and Immunohistochemistry 
Nerve transections (described below) were performed in 5 dpf Tg(isl1:GFP); 
Tg(nkx2.2a:GFP) larvae to fluorescently label the dorsal nerve branch and surrounding 
peripheral glia, respectively (Uemura et al. 2005; Kucenas et al. 2008). Larvae were fixed 
between 8-15 hpt for 2hrs in 4% PFA in PBS, and in situ hybridization was performed 
using RNAscope technology (ACDbio). Probes targeted against D. rerio col4a5 (NCBI 
Reference Sequence: NM_001123230.1) were designed by ACDbio and mRNA was 
detected as previously described (Gross-Thebing et al. 2014). In situ hybridizations were 
detected using the RNAscope detection kit (Alexa 594); 5 uncut nerves and 5 cut nerves 
were imaged per larva in 1µm sections on a 60x immersion lens on an Olympus Spinning 
disk confocal microscope using Slidebook Software, and were processed for analysis as 
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described below. The anti-Sox10 antibody (1:2000, gift from S. Kucenas) and anti-
Laminin antibody (1:100, Sigma) were used to stain 5 dpf larvae as previously described 
(Rosenberg et al. 2014; Wolman et al. 2015). Larvae were imaged in 0.5-1µm sections 
with a 40X water immersion lens on a Zeiss LSC 710 confocal scanning microscope.  
 
Nerve transection 
Transection of both ventral and dorsal peripheral motor nerves was performed as 
previously described, resulting in a ~9µm injury gap measured between proximal and 
distal nerve endings immediately following transection (Rosenberg et al. 2012). For 
Figure 1, dorsal and ventral nerves were transected in the common path, ~5µm from the 
spinal cord exit point. For Figures 2-5, the dorsal nerves were specifically transected 
~10µm from the spinal cord exit point. In all cases, nerves were laser-transected in the 
ROI 4-6 times for ~20s intervals. 
 
Live-cell imaging 
Anesthetization, mounting and imaging of embryos was carried out as previously 
described (Rosenberg et al. 2012).  
 
Image processing 
For live imaging (Figures 1-5, 7), image stacks were compressed into maximum intensity 
projections (MIPs), and then processed using ImageJ and Adobe Photoshop to normalize 
brightness and contrast. For fixed imaging (Figures 4, 6, S1-S4) MIPs were adjusted to 
equivalent brightness and contrast in ImageJ for comparison. 
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Axon Regeneration Quantification  
Axon growth extent was quantified 48 hours post transection using a rubric of five semi-
quantitative categories described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Axon 
growth directionality was quantified 48 hours post transection using a modified Sholl 
analysis (Sholl 1953; Li and Hoffman-Kim 2008) as illustrated in Figure S2 and 
described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Axon extension and retraction 
bursts were defined as growth or retraction of between ~5 and 10µm in the 10min 
interval between timelapse frames and the frequency was defined as the cumulative 
number of these bursts counted until an axon or fascicle remained on the same trajectory 
for more than 1hr. Axon growth rates were calculated as previously described (Rosenberg 
et al. 2014). 
 
Statistical Analysis 
Fisher’s exact and Student’s t tests were performed on all applicable datasets. 
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Supplemental Information: 
 
Supplemental data inventory: 
Figure S1, related to Figures 2 and 3, shows rescue of developmental axon guidance 
defects in lh3 mutants by conditional global expression of Tg(hsp70:lh3myc) and shows 
the method by which loss of function of lh3 was tested in peripheral nerve regeneration.  
 
Figure S2, related to Figures 3, 4, and 6, shows methodology for quantification of 
guidance defects in peripheral nerve regeneration. 
 
Figure S3, related to Figures 4 and 5, shows that neuromuscular basement membranes are 
indistinguishable between col4a5 mutants and wild type siblings.  
 
Movie S1, related to Figure 2, contains the movie which corresponds to the wild type 
dorsal nerve regeneration time series shown in Figure 2A-F. 
 
Movie S2, related to Figure 2, contains the movie which corresponds to the lh3 dorsal 
nerve regeneration time series shown in Figure 2G-L.  
 
Movie S3, related to Figure 5, contains the movie which corresponds to the col4a5 dorsal 
nerve regeneration time series shown in Figure 5G-L. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MOVIE LEGENDS 
Movie S1. The dynamics of wild type dorsal nerve regeneration, related to Figure 2. 
Regenerating axons of the dorsal nerve were imaged in vivo using Tg(isl1:GFP). After 
growth cone sprouting, axons initially probe the transection gap multi-directionally 
(arrow, dorsal searching; arrowhead, ventral searching). Thereafter, axons stabilize 
searching on the dorsal path (bracket), and destabilize searching on the ventral path. 
Finally axons on the dorsal path rapidly extend into the dorsal myotome (arrow in final 
frames). Movie starts at ~11 hpt, images were taken every 10 minutes for ~7.5hrs as 
indicated by the time stamp. Images were processed as described in Experimental 
Procedures; scale bar = 10 µm; n = 8 larvae, 15/16 nerves. 
  
Movie S2. The dynamics of lh3 dorsal nerve regeneration, related to Figure 2. 
Regenerating axons of the lh3 dorsal nerve were imaged in vivo using Tg(isl1:GFP). 
After growth cone sprouting, axons probe the transection gap multi-directionally as in 
wild type siblings (arrow, dorsal searching; arrowhead, ventral searching). However, 
axons fail to stabilize on the dorsal path and fail to destabilize searching on the ventral 
path. Instead axons continue to probe aberrant regions of the myotome (red circles). 
Movie starts at ~8 hpt, images were taken every 10 minutes for ~10hrs as indicated by the 
time stamp. Images were processed as described in Experimental Procedures; scale bar = 
10 µm; n = 7 larvae, 5/9 nerves. 
 
Movie S3. The dynamics of col4a5 dorsal nerve regeneration, related to Figure 5. 
Regenerating axons of the col4a5 dorsal nerve were imaged in vivo using Tg(isl1:GFP). 
After growth cone sprouting, axons initially probe the transection gap multi-directionally 
(arrow, dorsal searching; arrowhead, ventral searching). Thereafter, axons stabilize 
searching on the dorsal path (angled bracket), but fail to destabilize ventral searching 
(horizontal bracket). Finally, axons rapidly extend into both the dorsal myotome and 
ventral myotome (arrow and arrowhead in final frames). Movie starts at ~11 hpt, images 
were taken every 10 minutes for 11hrs as indicated by the time stamp. Images were 
processed as described in Experimental Procedures; scale bar = 10 µm; n = 8 larvae, 
17/25 nerves. 
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures 
 
Zebrafish genetics and transgenes: 
Several transgenes were utilized for live visualization of different cell types in vivo: 
Tg(mnx1:GFP)ml2 (Flanagan-Steet et al., 2005), Tg(Xla.Tubb:DsRed)zf148 (Peri and 
Nüsslein-Volhard, 2008), and Tg(CM-isl1:GFP) (Uemura et al., 2005) were used to label 
spinal motor nerves, and the Tg(sox10(7.2):mRFP (Kucenas et al., 2008) was used to 
label peripheral glia. lh3tv2o5 mutants (Schneider and Granato, 2006) were used in Figures 
1-4 and col4a5s510 (Xiao and Baier, 2007) and col19a1b393 (Hilario et al., 2010) mutants 
were used in Figure 5. The Tg(hsp70:lh3-myc) was generated by microinjection of 
hsp70:lh3-myc as previously described (Thermes et al., 2002). Tg(sox10: lh3-mkate), 
Tg(aActin:lh3-mkate) and Tg(sox10:col4a5myc) were generated by microinjection of 
sox10:lh3-mkate, aActin:lh3-mkate, or sox10:col4a5myc plasmid DNA with tol2 mRNA 
as previously described (Suster et al., 2009). col18a1-/- mutants were generated through 
TALEN injection and identified using high resolution melt analysis (HRMA) as 
described (Dahlem et al., 2012). 
 
α-Bungarotoxin labeling 
Laser-transected 5DPF larvae were fixed and peeled as previously described (Marc’s 
Paper) and were incubated with Alexa-594 conjugated α-Bungarotoxin (1:500, 
Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon) for 3hrs at 4ºC. Larvae were mounted and imaged as 
described in Experimental Procedures.  
 
Genotyping 
col18a1 mutant alleles were amplified from exon4 using the following primers: 5’ 
ACTACACCGAGCCTGATTCGCA 3’ (forward) and 5’ 
CCTCACTGCCATTTAACCCG 3’ (reverse). Amplicons were digested using Afe-I 
which cuts the 308bp wild type band to 159bp and 149bp, but does not digest any of the 
wild type alleles. Tg(hsp70:lh3-myc) was genotyped by amplifying the myc transgene 
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using the following primers: 5’ CCGATTAACACACTACCACGAG 3’ (forward) and 5’ 
ATTAAGCTAGCGGTGAGGTCGCCCTAGCTCTCCAT 3’ (reverse). 
 
Plasmid Construction 
Lh3-myc was cloned into pCS2+ as previously described (Schneider and Granato, 2006) 
and was subcloned into pzHSP70 (Halloran et al., 2000) via Cla-I and Apa-I sites. 
Infusion cloning (Clontech – Kit #638909) was used to make a c-terminally mKate-
tagged lh3 construct. pCS2+-Lh3-eGFP (Schneider and Granato, 2006) was used as a 
template for lh3 without a stop codon and with an upstream Cla-I site was amplified 
using the following primers: 5’ 
TGCAGGATCCCATCGATGCCACCATGACACCGGTGCC 3’ (forward) and 5’ 
CAGCTCGCTCACCATGGTTGTGGCCATATTATCAT 3’ (reverse). The c-terminal 
mKate fusion protein with downstream Xho-I site was amplified from pCS2+-
V2AmKate using the following primers: 5’ ATGGTGAGCGAGCTGATTA 3’ (forward) 
and 5’ GTTCTAGAGGCTCGAGTCATCTGTGCCCCAGTTTG 3’ (reverse). The two 
amplicons were then directionally ligated into Cla-I and Xho-I sites in the pCS2+ MCS 
according to kit protocol.  The Lh3-mkate fusion construct was then shuttled into the 
pENTR-d/topo plasmid (Lifetechnologies – K2400-20) according to kit protocol and then 
into pDestTol2pA2 behind either the sox10 promoter (Kucenas et al., 2008) orthe aActin 
promotor (Higashijima et al., 1997) using the Tol2kit for Multisite Gateway cloning 
(Kwan et al., 2007). Col4a5myc was constructed by amplifying mouse Col4a5 cDNA 
(NM_007736) from pCMV6-Col4a5-Kan/Neo (purchased from Origene, Rockville, MD) 
in 2 fragments. The 5’ fragment of Col4a5 (nucleotides 1-1047) was amplified using the 
following primers: 5’ AAAAATCGATGCCACCATGCAAGTGCGTGGAGTGT 3’ 
(forward) and 5’ 
GCTAGCCTTGTCATCGTCATCCTTGTAGTCAGGTGCAGGAATTACAAGTCCG 
3’ (reverse) – this includes a 1X Flag tag and a 3’ Nhe-I restriction site. The 3’ fragment 
of Col4a5 (nucleotides 1057 – 5077) was amplified using the following primers: 5’ 
GCTAGCGTGACTATGGGAGAAAAAGGAAATATCGG 3’ (forward) and 5’ 
AAAACTCGAGTTATGTCCTCTTCATGCATACTTGACATCG 3’ (reverse) which 
incorporates a 5’ Nhe-I site and a 3’ Xho-I site. Both Col4a5 fragments were TOPO 
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cloned into pCR2.1 (Lifetechnologies – K4510-20) to make pCR2.1- Col4a5-5’-Flag and 
pCR2.1-Col4a5-3’. Col4a5-3’ was digested out of pCR2.1-Col4a5-3’ using Nhe-I and 
Xho-I restriction sites and ligated into pCR2.1- Col4a5-5’-Flag to make pCR2.1- Col4a5-
Flag. Col4a5-Flag was digested out of pCR2.1- Col4a5-Flag with Cla-I and Xho-I and 
ligated into pCS2+ to generate pCS2+-Col4a5-Flag. To insert a Myc tag into pCS2+-
Col4a5-Flag we amplified 5x-Myc (with no stop codon) from pCS2+-Lh3-myc 
(Schneider and Granato, 2006) using the following primers: 5’ 
AAAAAGCTAGCGGTGAGGTCGCCCTTGCT 3’ (forward) and 5’ 
AAAACCTAGCCGTAAGGTAAATCGATCG 3’ (reverse) which adds both a 3’ and 5’ 
Nhe-I sites. We digested the 5x-Myc amplicon with Nhe-I and ligated 3’ to the Flag tag 
in pCS2+-Col4a5-Flag to make pCS2+-Col4a5-Flag-5xMyc (now called pCS2+-
Col4a5myc). Col4a5myc was then shuttled into the pENTR-d/topo plasmid 
(Lifetechnologies – K2400-20) according to kit protocol and then into pDestTol2pA2 
behind the sox10 promoter (Kucenas et al., 2008). 
 
Axon Growth Extent Quantification 
The extent of nerve regrowth was defined by 5 categories: 1 - axons failed to regrow or 
did not extend dorsal to the spinal cord; 2 - one fascicle grew dorsal to the spinal cord but 
did not grow the entire length of the dorsal myotome; 3 - multiple fascicles grew partially 
through the dorsal myotome or a single fascicle grew through the entire myotome; 4 - 
multiple fascicles grew past the spinal cord and one grew through the entire length of the 
dorsal myotome; 5 - Two or more fascicles grew through the entire length of the dorsal 
myotome. 
 
Axon Directionality Quantification 
Pre-lesion and 48 hour post transection (hpt) MIPs were imported into Adobe Illustrator 
CS5 and were oriented with the dorsal aspect of the spinal cord as the horizontal axis. 
Concentric circles increasing by 1 inch in diameter were drawn emanating from the site 
of the dorsal turn, and lines were drawn to map points at which fascicles intersect the 
circle most distal to the point at which the dorsal turn occurs. Line thickness was selected 
proportional to the number of fascicles that crossed at a given intersection point (Figure 
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S2). The proportion (p) of fascicles (F) within the ROI (25º-45º from the horizontal) at 48 
hpt was divided by the proportion that initially developed in this ROI pre-lesion. In wild 
type (wt) animals, ~70% of fascicles regrew into the dorsal ROI at 48 hpt, and the 
Directionality ratio for a given genotype “X” was defined in relation to this as: 
p(F, X)  48 hpt /p(F, X) pre-lesion  
p(F, wt) 48 hpt /p(F, wt) pre-lesion  
 
Growth Index Quantification 
Timelapse movies of wild type and col4a5 dorsal nerve regeneration were observed. 
Individual fascicles were monitored for their direction and were defined as “dorsal” if 
they extended along the dorsal pathway or “mistargeted” if they extended on any aberrant 
trajectory. Fascicles were monitored for their dynamics in each 10 min frame from the 
movies and were scored 1 if they extended >1um or -1 if they retracted >1um between 
frames (fascicles rarely extended or retracted >1.5-2um between frames, and were scored 
0 if they moved <1um). We defined the growth index for a given fascicle as:  
∑(extensions+retractions) ÷ ∑(observed movements) 
In this case, a fascicle that that only extended had a growth index of 1 and a fascicle with 
no net movement had a growth index of 0. 
 
Electron Microscopy 
Embryos were fixed at 5dpf in 9% Gluteraldehyde in 0.1M cocodylate for 1hr at RT and 
used immediately or stored for up to several days at 4ºC in the fixative. Larvae were 
pierced anterior to the yolk sac and the last 5 somites of tail tissue were removed within 
the first minutes of fixation to allow for better penetration of the fixative. Tails were post 
fixed, sectioned, observed and imaged as previously described (Rosenberg et al., 2012). 
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Chapter 3: 
Does collagen4a5 guide peripheral nerve regeneration through 
canonical axon guidance cues? 
Introduction 
 After nerve injury, peripheral nerves have the remarkable ability to regenerate and 
restore functional connections. When a nerve is damaged, axons distal to the insult 
degenerate through Wallerian degeneration and Schwann cells in the distal nerve 
cooperate with macrophages to clear the distal debris for reinnervation. Axon fibers 
proximal to the injury regenerate in response to intrinsic transcriptional programs, grow 
along Schwann cell basal lamina in the distal nerve and can ultimately synapse back on 
their original targets. However, recovery after peripheral nerve injury varies extensively, 
and patients often suffer from reduced or aberrant function (Kimura et al. 1975; Thomas 
et al. 1987; Spector et al. 1991). 
 Experimental models demonstrate that the type of injury impacts the degree of 
functional recovery (Kruspe et al. 2014). When a nerve is crushed, the basal lamina that 
confines an axon and associated Schwann cells remains intact and provides a continuous 
substrate for regenerating axons to grow to their original targets (Haftek and Thomas 
1968; Kuffler 1986b; Westerfield 1987; Sketelj et al. 1989; Nguyen et al. 2002). 
However, nerve transection severs the basal lamina leaving an acellular gap between the 
proximal and distal portions of the nerve that axons must navigate through to identify the 
correct distal Schwann cells to restore function. Several researchers have suggested that 
peripheral axons fail to regenerate with specificity to their original nerve trunks (Weiss 
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and Hoag 1946; Brushart and Mesulam 1980; Westerfield and Powell 1983; Scherer 
1986; Brushart et al. 1995) while others have reported highly selective regeneration 
(Mark 1965; Grimm 1971; Stephenson 1979; Politis 1985; Evans and Bashaw 2010), and 
the question of whether peripheral nerves selectively grow back to their targets remains 
controversial. 
 We recently developed a larval zebrafish model to determine whether peripheral 
motor axons can regenerate to target-selective regions (Chapter 2). Using in vivo 
imaging, we showed that motor axons actively search the transection gap and selectively 
regenerate to their original targets. To direct axons to the correct path, Schwann cells 
upregulate the extracellular matrix (ECM) constituent collagen4a5 (col4a5) that 
destabilizes axons from inappropriate trajectories. But how does this basal lamina 
collagen guide regenerating axons? 
 One possibility is that Collagen4a5 binds and concentrates canonical axon 
guidance ligands to present to the regenerating growth cone. In development, ECM 
molecules bind canonical axon guidance molecules and influence the strength and/or sign 
of their signal (Reviewed in Lee and Chien 2004; Holt and Dickson 2005). For example, 
in the developing zebrafish, Collagen4 directly binds Slit and this interaction is required 
to generate a slit gradient that defines where robo-2 expressing retinotectal axons can 
innervate the tectum (Xiao et al. 2011). Furthermore, canonical axon guidance molecules, 
including Slit and Netrin, are upregulated after peripheral nerve transection and several 
researchers have proposed that they may guide regenerating axons (Madison et al. 2000; 
Tanno et al. 2005; Pasterkamp and Verhaagen 2006; Yi et al. 2006; Fujiwara et al. 2008; 
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Giger et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2010). While functional roles for axon guidance molecules 
in nerve regeneration have been demonstrated (Bannerman et al. 2008; Gabel et al. 2008; 
Webber et al. 2011), whether ECM molecules interact with these cues to provide 
selectivity in nerve regeneration remains unclear. 
Here, I will present preliminary data that are consistent with a model in which 
Schwann cells express Col4a5 to bind and aggregate the canonical axon repellant Slit1a 
to destabilize aberrant searching in peripheral nerve regeneration. We have previously 
shown that slit1a is upregulated with col4a5 in ventral and ventrolateral Schwann cells 
after dorsal nerve transection and that while netrin1a and netrin1b are expressed by 
Schwann cells in zebrafish larvae, Netrin-DCC signaling is not required for dorsal nerve 
regeneration (Rosenberg et al. 2014). Here I will show that col4a5 overexpression in 
Schwann cells is sufficient to disrupt dorsal nerve regeneration (Experiment 1). 
Thereafter, I will demonstrate that slit’s cognate receptors robo2 and robo3 are required 
in vivo by the same axons that require col4a5 for target-selective regeneration. These 
results are consistent with the possibility that col4a5 may guide target-selective 
regeneration through Slit-Robo repulsion, however the study is incomplete. Where 
relevant, I will propose future experiments to better define whether ECM cues guide axon 
regeneration through canonical axon guidance signals.  
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Results part 1: 
Overexpression of col4a5 in Schwann cells disrupts dorsal nerve regeneration 
 After peripheral nerve transection, axons can traverse an acellular gap to 
reinnervate targets and restore function. While it is commonly agreed that constituents of 
the basal lamina are critical for peripheral nerve regeneration (reviewed in Zochodne 
2008; Brushart 2011), many studies have suggested that they are merely “permissive” 
substrates along which regenerating axons can grow (Carey et al. 1983; Martin and Timpl 
1987; Chernousov and Carey 2000). We recently showed in larval zebrafish that axons of 
the peripheral motor nerve regenerate on target-selective paths. Moreover, we 
demonstrated that the basal lamina collagen, col4a5 is required early in regeneration to 
destabilize dorsally directed axons as they search aberrant ventral and ventrolateral 
regions of the transection gap (Chapter 2). After injury, col4a5 is specifically upregulated 
in a small population of Schwann cells ventral and ventrolateral to the transection site. 
Together, these data suggest that col4a5 might act through spatially restricted expression 
to direct target-selective axon regeneration. 
To determine whether the level and spatial restriction of col4a5 were critical for 
dorsal nerve regeneration, we transected dorsal nerves in transgenic lines that 
constitutively overexpress a myc-tagged version of col4a5 in all Schwann cells 
(Tg(sox10:col4a5myc); Chapter 2; Figure A10). In agreement with our previous 
experiment, 67% of wild type dorsal axons regenerated to their original target area 
(Figure 1A-C; Isaacman-Beck et al. in press). In contrast, in larvae overexpressing 
col4a5myc in all Schwann cells, regenerating axons often invaded ventral and lateral 
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regions of the myotome and only 48% returned to their original target area (Figure 1D-F). 
Taking into account developmental outgrowth, we noted a significant decrease in target-
selectivity when col4a5 expression levels and localization were disrupted (Figure 1G). 
These data are consistent with the possibility that col4a5 localization and levels are 
critical for dorsal nerve regeneration. 
 
Future Experiments Part 1: 
1. Does transgenic overexpression of col4a5-myc in Schwann cells Tg(sox10:col4a5myc) 
rescue col4a5 mutant dorsal nerve regeneration?  
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Possible outcomes: 
If Tg(sox10:col4a5myc) rescues col4a5 mutant dorsal nerve regeneration, this would 
suggest that levels of col4a5 are critical for guidance in regeneration and that col4a5 in 
Schwann cell is sufficient to guide regenerating axons. If Tg(sox10:col4a5myc) 
overexpression fails to rescue defects in col4a5, the result is very difficult to interpret.  
Current Progress: 
I have generated col4a5/+ zebrafish harboring Tg(sox10:col4a5myc) and these 
experiments can be performed in the near future.     
 
2. Does transgenic overexpression of col4a5-myc in muscle cells Tg(aActin:col4a5myc) 
disrupt wild type regeneration and/or rescue col4a5 mutant dorsal nerve regeneration? 
Possible Outcomes: 
Given that we detect col4a5 mRNA in Schwann cells, but not muscle fibers after dorsal 
nerve transection, we do not anticipate that Tg(aActin:col4a5myc) will rescue col4a5 
mutant dorsal nerve regeneration. If overexpression in muscles disrupts wild type dorsal 
nerve regeneration, this would provide evidence to suggest that col4a5 localization is 
critical in regeneration. 
Current Progress: 
I have generated several Tg(aActin:col4a5myc) alleles and have crossed them into the 
col4a5/+ background and these experiments can be performed in the near future.     
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3. Do mutations in col4a5 and/or overexpression of col4a5 disrupt Slit1a protein 
localization? 
Possible Outcomes: 
If Col4a5 is critical for localizing Slit1a we would anticipate that both genetic disruption 
and overexpression of col4a5 would disrupt Slit1a protein localization. If they do not, 
then it is unlikely that col4a5 and slit1a interact to mediate dorsal nerve regeneration. 
Current Progress: 
To determine whether Col4a5 binds Slit1a we could generate a tagged version of the 
endogenous slit1a allele using CRISPR-Cas9 technology (Auer et al., 2014) and observe 
localization of the protein before and after nerve transection in different backgrounds. 
Importantly, zebrafish slit2 has been tagged with GFP and this transgene remains 
functional (Yeo et al. 2001) and has been used to localize slit binding in vivo (Xiao et al. 
2011). It would take ~1yr to generate these alleles in the proper genetic backgrounds and 
then ~3 months to complete the described experiments. 
 
Results part 2: 
Robo2 and robo3 are required for dorsal nerve regeneration 
To determine whether col4a5 might guide dorsal axon regeneration through slit-
robo signaling we asked whether robo receptors were required for dorsal axon 
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regeneration. Similar to mammals, zebrafish have 4 known robo receptors - robo1-4, all 
of which have been implicated in mediating cell repulsion, though none have known roles 
in motor axon guidance (Fricke et al. 2001; Devine and Key 2008; Burgess et al. 2009; 
Fish et al. 2011). Indeed, robo2 and robo3 motor nerves developed indistinguishably 
from wild type siblings (Compare Figure 2A,D,G). However after dorsal motor nerve 
transection, while sibling motor fascicles regenerated with fidelity to their original target 
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area (Figure 2B,C), robo2 and robo3 mutant axons often regenerated into incorrect 
regions of the myotome (Figure 2E,F,H,I). These differences were highly significant after 
normalizing for the direction of developmental outgrowth (Figure 2G). These data  
demonstrate that robo2 and robo3 provide critical guidance to regenerating dorsal axons. 	  
 We next asked how specific the requirement for robo2 is in motor nerve 
regeneration. For this, we transected ventral motor nerves in robo2 mutants and observed 
the extent and direction of nerve regeneration. Robo2 ventral nerve regrowth was 
indistinguishable from siblings in direction (Figure 3A-D) and extent (Figure 3E) leading 
us to conclude that robo2 is dispensable for ventral nerve regeneration. These data 
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demonstrate that like col4a5, robo2 signaling is specifically required to guide axon 
regeneration to the dorsal nerve branch.  Though we have found no genetic interaction 
between col4a5 and robo2 to date (Figure 4), these results are consistent with the exciting 
possibility that col4a5 might guide dorsal nerve regeneration through a slit1a –  
robo2/robo3 signaling pathway. 
 
Future Experiments Part 2: 
1. Where are robo2 and robo3 expressed after dorsal nerve transection. 
Possible outcomes: 
Since robo2 and robo3 are required for dorsal nerve regeneration, we would predict that 
these guidance receptors are expressed after dorsal nerve injury. Reports in a rat model 
suggest that Robo2 is upregulated in large diameter neurons following peripheral nerve 
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injury (Yi et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2010). If these receptors are expressed in dorsal motor 
neurons that would be consistent with a model in which Schwann cells secrete slit1a to 
direct regenerating axonal growth cones. However, both slit ligands and robo receptors 
can be expressed in Schwann cells (Conrad et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2013) and can 
“regulate the motility and directional migration of Schwann cells via an autocrine and/or 
juxtaparacrine manner in vivo” (Wang et al. 2013). Since Schwann cells help to repair the 
transection gap, if we find that robo2 and/or robo3 is expressed in Schwann cells, this 
might suggest that these guidance molecules are responsible for helping Schwann cells to 
repair the transection gap. 
Current Progress: 
We have already designed new RNAscope probes to test for expression of robo2 and 
robo3 mRNA after nerve transection as previously described (Gross-Thebing et al. 2014). 
These experiments will be performed in the immediate future.  
 
2. Do robo2 and robo3 genetically interact to direct peripheral nerve regeneration? 
Possible outcomes: 
In zebrafish, these receptors show 96% sequence identity and both bind slit to mediate 
axon repulsion in development (Fricke et al. 2001; Burgess et al. 2009; Zelina et al. 
2014). If robo2/+; robo3/+ transheterozygotes show stronger defects in dorsal nerve 
regeneration than the individual robo2/+ or robo3/+ heterozygotes, that would suggest 
that they use a common signaling pathway in regeneration. If we do not see an increase in 
the severity of the phenotype, the results are difficult to interpret. Additionally, if robo2; 
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robo3 double mutants show the same or increased severity of phenotype in dorsal nerve 
regeneration as compared to the individual robo2 or robo3 mutants that would suggest 
that these receptors act redundantly to mediate dorsal nerve regeneration.  Together, 
when combined with post-transection robo2 and robo3 receptor expression patterns, 
these experiments will clarify the cell and molecular mechanism by which these receptors 
mediate dorsal nerve regeneration and will suggest the experiments to determine the cell 
type requirements for robo2 and robo3 in dorsal nerve regeneration. 
Current progress: 
To test whether robo2 and robo3 interact genetically to mediate dorsal nerve 
regeneration, we have identified heterozygous robo2/+ and robo3/+ breeding pairs and 
have generated transheterozygous robo2/+; robo3/+ breeding pairs. We can therefore 
test robo2/+; robo3/+ larvae for nerve regeneration defects immediately and test robo2; 
robo3 double mutants in the next few months. 
 
3. Is slit1a required for nerve regeneration? 
Possible Outcomes: 
We have shown that slit1a is upregulated after dorsal nerve transection in Schwann cells 
ventral and vetrolateral to the injury site (Chapter 2). This is consistent with reports 
showing upregulation of slits in rodent models of peripheral nerve transection (Tanno et 
al. 2005; Yi et al. 2006; Fujiwara et al. 2008). If slit1a is required for dorsal nerve 
regeneration, this would suggest a set of experiments to determine whether there’s 
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genetic interaction between slit1a and col4a5 and slit1a and robo2 and robo3 in dorsal 
nerve regeneration. 
Current Progress: 
To test whether slit1a is required for nerve regeneration, we requested existing lines with 
predicted nonsense mutations early in the sequence of slit1a from ZIRC – the larvae are 
currently growing in the fish facility. Alternatively, we could generate new lines using 
CRISPR-Cas9 technology (Hwang et al. 2013; Shah et al. 2015). Once we have these 
lines, we must cross them into the correct transgenic background and then we can test 
them using our model for nerve regeneration. It will take ~1yr to generate breeding pairs 
with the correct transgenic background and ~3mo. after that to perform these 
experiments. 
 
4. Does robo2 instruct regenerating motor axons? 
Possible outcomes: 
 Our results demonstrate that robo2 is specifically required for dorsal nerve 
regeneration and not for ventral nerve regeneration (Chapter 2 and Figure 1-3). 
Additionally, rodent models of peripheral nerve regeneration show that robo2 is 
upregulated in neurons after nerve transection (Yi et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2010). 
Together, these data suggest a model whereby after nerve transection, dorsal axons 
express robo2 to mediate nerve regeneration while ventral axons do not express robo2 
and are unresponsive to destabilizing cues in the ventral myotome (Figure 5).  
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To test this model, we will overexpress a tagged version of robo2 in ventral axons 
and determine where they regenerate after transecting both the dorsal and ventral nerves. 
If ventral axons overexpressing robo2 regenerate to the correct target region after nerve 
transection, this would suggest that robo2 is not sufficient to instruct ventral nerve 
regeneration. However, if these axons regenerate on aberrant pathways, this would 
suggest that robo2 is instructive to regenerating peripheral motor axons.  
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Current Progress: 
 We have generated a construct containing the full-length robo2 receptor fused to 
viral2a-mKate. We will shuttle this DNA to an expression construct containing the mnx1 
promoter which expresses in all motor neurons – this will take ~2 weeks. We will inject 
these constructs into zebrafish embryos at the one cell stage and segregate chimeric 
animals expressing robo2-v2a-mKate in large groups of ventral axons. We will compare 
ventral nerve regeneration in these chimeras to wild type larvae. This should take ~1 
month. 
 
5. Does robo2 instruct regenerating axons through a col4a5 dependent mechanism? 
Our results demonstrate that both col4a5 and robo2 are specifically required for 
dorsal nerve regeneration and not for ventral nerve regeneration (Chapter 2 and Figure 1-
3). Additionally, we have shown that both col4a5 and the robo ligand slit1a are 
upregulated in ventral Schwann cells after nerve transection (Chapter 2). Together, these 
data suggest a model whereby after nerve transection, ventral Schwann cells express 
col4a5 and slit1a to present a repulsive barrier to destabilize regenerating dorsal axons 
through robo2, but ventral axons do not express robo2 and are therefore unresponsive to 
these cues (Figure 5). If overexpression of robo2 in ventral axons causes these axons to 
regenerate to aberrant target regions (Proposed Experiment 4), then we will first test this 
col4a5-slit1a-robo2 model by determining whether robo2 overexpression causes 
mistargeting of regenerating ventral axons in col4a5 mutant larvae. If robo2 
overexpression in ventral axons disrupts ventral axon regeneration in wild type and 
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col4a5 mutant larvae, this would suggest that robo2 and col4a5 operate through different 
mechanism to mediate axon regeneration. Alternatively if the robo2 overexpression 
phenotype is abrogated in the col4a5 mutant, this would suggest that robo2 and col4a5 
mediate nerve regeneration through the same molecular pathway. 
Current progress: We will take advantage of the same methodology as described in 
proposed experiment #4. These experiments will take ~3 weeks and can be started as 
soon as we generate the previously described expression construct.   
 
Discussion 
 After peripheral nerve transection axons regenerate along newly synthesized 
Schwann cell basal lamina, but whether and how these ECM molecules facilitate 
regrowth has remained elusive (Haftek and Thomas 1968; Ide 1983; Westerfield and 
Powell 1983; Nguyen et al. 2002). In development, choice point cells secrete growth and 
guidance cues that are embedded and presented in the basal lamina to guide passing 
growth cones. After peripheral nerve transection Schwann upregulate several circulating 
extracellular cues including growth factors and axon guidance molecules. These data 
suggest the intriguing possibility that after injury, Schwann cells might decorate their 
basal lamina with cues to guide regenerating peripheral axons.      
We have recently shown that peripheral motor axons in the larval zebrafish 
regenerate to target-selective regions of the myotome and that after nerve transection, 
Schwann cells upregulate the basal lamina constituent col4a5 which destabilizes axons – 
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possibly through slit1a - from searching inappropriate target regions (Chapter 2). Here I 
presented preliminary data that are consistent with a mechanism by which col4a5 directs 
regenerating axons through canonical axon guidance signals. Since these data are 
preliminary, I outlined future experiments that will determine whether this mechanism is 
critical for dorsal nerve regeneration. The implications of these experiments are discussed 
in the following chapter.  
 
Robo2 and robo3 reveal a novel role for axon guidance molecules in target-selective 
peripheral nerve regeneration  
Although their expression patterns change, canonical axon guidance cues are 
expressed and reemployed after initial developmental patterning (Bagri et al. 2003; Fu et 
al. 2006; Pasterkamp and Giger 2009; Filosa et al. 2009; Giger et al. 2010). Moreover 
many of them are upregulated in response to axon injury (Madison et al. 2000; Wehrle et 
al. 2005; Harel and Strittmatter 2006; Pasterkamp and Verhaagen 2006; Giger et al. 
2010). This has led to the hypothesis that developmental axon guidance molecules might 
be repurposed to guide regenerating axons (Yaron and Zheng 2007). Here we 
demonstrate that in zebrafish larvae lacking the canonical repulsive receptors robo2 or 
robo3, motor axons regenerate to aberrant regions of the myotome (Figure 2). While 
other studies have found that canonical guidance molecules can alter the extent of 
regenerative growth (Pasterkamp et al. 1998; Bannerman et al. 2008; Gabel et al. 2008; 
Webber et al. 2011), our data suggest that robo2 and robo3 are primarily required for 
guidance in regeneration. In rodent models, peripheral nerve transection leads to 
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upregulation of robo2 in specific populations of axons (Yi et al. 2006). However robo 
receptors are expressed in Schwann cells and slit-robo autocrine signaling can direct 
Schwann cell migration (Wang et al. 2013). Therefore, it will be important to define 
where robo2 and robo3 are expressed and required to govern target-selectivity in 
peripheral nerve regeneration. Moreover, since zebrafish harbor 4 robo receptors, future 
studies should determine whether robo1 and robo4 are expressed and required during 
peripheral nerve regeneration, and whether these different robo receptors cooperate to 
guide regenerating axons.  
 
How does Col4a5 direct peripheral nerve regeneration? 
Collagens bind directly to cell surface receptors, including Discoidin Domain 
receptors and Integrins in order to facilitate cell migration. Several reports show that the 
integrins are upregulated in axons after peripheral nerve transection and that some 
facilitate axon regeneration (Werner et al. 2000; Vogelezang et al. 2001; Leitinger and 
Hohenester 2007; Eva et al. 2012; Eva and Fawcett 2014), suggesting one possible 
mechanism by which axons might selectively regenerate after transection. However, 
overexpression of col4a5 in all Schwann cells disrupts target-selective regeneration, 
demonstrating that regenerating growth cones respond to discrete levels of col4a5 in 
specific locations. (Figure 1). If growth cone receptors were interacting directly with 
col4a5 to destabilize growth cones, we would expect regenerating axons to collapse near 
any Schwann cell expressing col4a5. In fact, many axons do regrow along Schwann cells 
that overexpress col4a5 (Figure 1).  
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Therefore we favor an alternative hypothesis - that col4a5 binds and aggregates 
canonical axon guidance repellants on aberrant pathways to selectively destabilize 
mistargeted axons (Figure 5). Consistent with this we find that the canonical axon 
guidance repellant slit1A is upregulated with col4a5 in Schwann cells ventral and 
ventrolateral to the transection site. In development, Col4a5 binds Slit to generate a 
repulsive gradient that governs retinotectal innervations (Xiao et al. 2011). Thus, one 
possible scenario is that in response to injury Schwann cells ventral to the transection site 
secrete Collagen4a5 which binds and accumulates Slit protein, thereby forming a 
repulsive barrier that direct dorsal axons back onto their original, dorsal path (Figure 5). 
Consistent with this observation, we find that the slit receptors robo2 and robo3 are 
required for peripheral nerve regeneration suggesting that regenerating growth cones may 
express one and or both of these receptors leading to growth cone collapse in 
inappropriate target regions. Although future studies are required to determine whether 
these mechanisms operate in isolation or in combination, our data reveal that in vivo, the 
canonical guidance receptors robo2 and robo3 are reemployed in regeneration to 
selectively direct a subpopulation of regenerating axons towards their original targets. 
Moreover, our results suggest a possible mechanism by which ECM cues direct target-
selective regeneration through canonical axon guidance cues.   
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Experimental Procedures: 
Zebrafish genetics and transgenes 
All transgenic lines were generated in the Tübingen or Tupfel longfin (TLF) genetic 
background and maintained as previously described (Mullins et al. 1994). The 
Tg(sox10:col4a5myc) transgene was generated as previously described (Supplemental 
Experimental Procedures, Chapter 2). Other transgenes utilized for live visualization of  
motor neuron imaging in vivo included Tg(Isl1:GFP) – dorsal motor neurons and 
Tg(mnx1:GFP) – all motor neurons (Flanagan-Street et al., 2005; Uemura et al., 2005). 
The following previously described mutant strains were used: dccZM130198 (Jiao et al., 
2008), robo2ti272z (Fricke et al., 2001), col4a5s510 (Xiao and Baier 2007), and robo3tw204 
(Burgess et al., 2009). Zebrafish of both sexes were used, and all zebrafish work was 
conducted in accordance with Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee regulatory 
standards. 
 
Genotyping 
Genotyping protocols for the following mutants were performed as previously described 
(also see Appendix): robo2ti272z (Fricke et al. 2001), col4a5s510 (Xiao and Baier 2007), 
and robo3tw204 (Burgess et al. 2009). Fluorescent transgenic expression was defined using 
an upright Olympus fluorescence dissection microscope and myc-tagged transgenes were 
genotyped by amplifying the myc transgene using the following primers:  
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Whole-mount fluorescent in situ hybridization. 
Nerve transections (described below) were performed in 5 dpf Tg(isl1:GFP); 
Tg(nkx2.2a:GFP) larvae to fluorescently label the dorsal nerve branch and surrounding 
peripheral glia, respectively (Uemura et al. 2005; Kucenas et al. 2008). Larvae were fixed 
between 8-15 hpt for 2hrs in 4% PFA in PBS, and in situ hybridization was performed 
using RNAscope technology (ACDbio). Probes targeted against D. rerio slit1a (Genbank 
Reference Sequence: DQ177286.1), slit1b (NCBI Reference Sequence: NM_001034975), 
slit2 (Genbank Reference Sequence: CU638813.1), and slit3 (NCBI Reference Sequence: 
NM_131736.2) were designed by ACDbio and mRNA was detected as previously 
described (Gross-Thebing et al. 2014). In situ hybridizations were detected using the 
RNAscope detection kit (Alexa 594); 5 uncut nerves and 5 cut nerves were imaged per 
larva in 0.5µm sections on a 60x immersion lens on an Olympus Spinning disk confocal 
microscope using Slidebook Software, and were processed for analysis as described 
below.  
 
Nerve transection 
Transection of both ventral and dorsal peripheral motor nerves was performed as 
previously described, resulting in a ~9µm injury gap measured between proximal and 
distal nerve endings immediately following transection (Rosenberg et al. 2012). Dorsal or 
ventral nerves were specifically transected ~10µm from the spinal cord exit point. In all 
cases, nerves were laser-transected in the ROI 4-6 times for ~20s intervals. 
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Live-cell imaging 
Anesthetization, mounting and imaging of embryos was carried out as previously 
described (Rosenberg et al. 2012).  
 
Image processing 
For live imaging, image stacks were compressed into maximum intensity projections 
(MIPs), and then processed using ImageJ and Adobe Photoshop to normalize brightness 
and contrast.  
 
Axon Regeneration Quantification  
Axon growth extent and directionality were quantified 48 hours post transection as 
previously described (Experimental Methods Chapter 2) 
 
Statistical Analysis 
Fisher’s exact and Student’s t tests were performed on all applicable datasets. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 
 After injury, peripheral nerves have the remarkable ability to regenerate over long 
distances (Cajal 1928; Zochodne 2008; Brushart 2011). However, patients suffering from 
peripheral nerve damage rarely recover full function, which early accounts attributed to 
the inability of peripheral nerves to selectively regenerate on target specific pathways 
(Mitchell 1895; Langley and Hashimoto 1917). More recent clinical observations have 
refined our understanding of the factors that influence recovery after peripheral nerve 
injury. We now understand that the age of the patient, the specific nerve injured, the 
location of the injury along the nerve, and the extent of the injury can all influence the 
prognosis for recovery (Reviewed in Brushart 2011). These clinical observations have 
fueled over a century of experimental research to define the fundamental biological 
mechanisms underlying peripheral nerve regeneration with the goal of improving target-
selectivity after nerve repair to aid patient recovery. 
 The cell and molecular responses to nerve injury have been well characterized.  
After peripheral nerve damage, axons distal to the insult fragment through a highly 
stereotyped and genetically conserved program called Wallerian degeneration (Waller 
1849; Vargas and Barres 2007; Osterloh et al. 2012) while axons proximal to the injury 
retract into the proximal nerve and undergo transcriptional changes that foment 
regeneration (Abe and Cavalli 2008). Schwann cells, fibroblasts and macrophages work 
together to clear the axonal debris and repair injury related damage (Zochodne 2008; 
Brushart 2011). Together these intrinsic and environmental responses provide trophic and 
tropic signals that can result in functional reinnervation. 
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In order for a nerve to regenerate and restore function, surviving axons navigate a 
set of target selective choices. First, they must regenerate to nerve tissue. While the initial 
debate regarding tissue selectivity in regeneration was contentious (Forssman 1898; Cajal 
1928; Weiss and Taylor 1944), more recent studies  have led to the widely accepted 
conclusion that axons regenerate preferentially to nerve tissue (Lundborg and Hansson 
1979; Mackinnon et al. 1986; Ochi et al. 1992). At the end of their journey – they must 
reinnervate the appropriate end organ. While several studies have found that axons will 
reinnervate topographically specific targets, this depends on the distance the axon must 
travel to get to its target and the type of injury that the nerve has sustained (Wigston and 
Sanes 1985; Laskowski and Sanes 1988; Laskowski et al. 1998; Nguyen et al. 2002). 
Perhaps the most important choice, however, is whether the regenerating axon selects the 
correct path after growing through the injury site.  A large body of evidence suggests that 
once a regenerating axon crosses the injury site and reinnervates the distal nerve, it is 
confined to the endoneurial path within that nerve and will follow this pathway 
independent of whether it leads to the correct target (Zochodne 2008; Reviewed in 
Brushart 2011).  
Decades of research show that the type of injury that a nerve sustains is the most 
important factor underlying whether a regenerating axon will select the correct distal 
nerve pathway.  After nerve crush, the continuity of the basal lamina that ensheaths axons 
and their associated Schwann cells is maintained and regenerating axons are confined to 
these endoneurial tubes which direct them to their original targets (Haftek and Thomas 
1968; Westerfield and Powell 1983; Nguyen et al. 2002). In contrast, nerve transection 
generates a gap between the proximal and distal nerves. Whether regenerating axons 
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select specific targets when growing through the injury gap has been widely debated with 
some studies finding evidence for selectivity (Mark 1965; Sperry and Arora 1965; Grimm 
1971; Stephenson 1979; Politis 1985; Evans et al. 1991) while others vehemently contend 
that axons regrow randomly through the transection gap (Westerfield and Powell 1983; 
Scherer 1986; Abernethy et al. 1994; Brushart et al. 1995). As this is arguably the most 
important choice a regenerating axon faces on the path to restore function, determining 
whether and how axons make target selective choices in the injury gap is critical in aiding 
nerve repair and patient recovery.  
With this work, we have established a new larval zebrafish model to observe 
regenerating axons as they navigate the transection gap in real time in vivo. We have used 
this model to show that peripheral axons can select specific targets in regeneration and 
demonstrate a new cell and molecular framework by which specific cues in the ECM and 
known developmental axon guidance cues are reemployed to direct regenerating axons 
on target selective paths. This work corroborates data that show that Schwann cells and 
their basal lamina provide critical cues to regenerating axons, but extends these findings 
to show that ECM cues have a much more directive role.  
 
A zebrafish model reveals non-random pathway selection in peripheral nerve 
regeneration. 
 Whether axons choose trunk specific pathways after peripheral nerve transection 
has long been contentious. Several researchers have used rat models in which they 
transect a nerve proximal to branch pathway selection and ask whether the proximal 
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axons selectively regrow to the appropriate distal trunk (Weiss and Hoag 1946; Politis 
1985; Abernethy et al. 1992). In order to model human nerve repair they either sutured 
the nerve ends together directly or through tubes made of tissue or an inert material such 
as silicone (Reviewed in Brushart 2011). These studies then used a variety of techniques 
including electrophysiology, behavior and retrograde labeling of axons to define whether 
axons regenerate to specific nerve trunks. Some researchers have found that axons 
regenerate to specific nerve trunks (Politis 1985; Evans et al. 1991) while others have 
seen no evidence for selectivity (Weiss and Hoag 1946; Abernethy et al. 1992; Brushart 
et al. 1995). Others have utilized experimental paradigms without repair to determine 
whether there are fundamental biological mechanisms that drive nerve trunk selectivity in 
axon regeneration. These studies have also led to differing conclusions with some 
suggesting specificity (Mark 1965; Sperry and Arora 1965; Grimm 1971; Stephenson 
1979; Farel 1986) and others finding none (Brushart and Mesulam 1980; Westerfield and 
Powell 1983; Scherer 1986). All of these experiments relied on post-hoc analysis to 
define specificity and were unable to differentiate when and how regenerating axons 
choose paths in real time. Indeed, few studies have examined the dynamics of axon 
regeneration in real time in vivo (Fangboner et al. 1980; Pan et al. 2003) and to our 
knowledge, none have observed nerve branch pathway selection in this context.  
 We took advantage of the transparency and stereotyped architecture of motor 
nerves in larval zebrafish to observe regenerating axons as they navigate through a 
transection gap to different trunk targets in vivo.  Larval motor nerves consist of 2 nerve 
branches and using a dorsal-branch specific transgene, we showed that when given a 
choice between these two pathways, the majority of axons returned to their original 
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developmental target region. While the early stages of regrowth had been previously 
defined using static timepoints (Reviewed in Zochodne 2008), this unique view into the 
real time in vivo dynamics of regeneration demonstrated that regrowing axons interact 
extensively with the transection gap environment and selectively stabilize on nerve 
branch specific pathways (Chapter 2, Figure 2). Consistent with previous studies, these 
axons occasionally regrow on aberrant trajectories (Brushart and Mesulam 1980; 
Westerfield 1987; Pan et al. 2003), but the overwhelming majority reinnervate their 
developmental target region (Chapter 2). Our results suggest that non-random 
mechanisms govern axon behavior within the transection gap and lead to target-selective 
regeneration. We sought to use this system to define the cell and molecular cues that are 
critical for nerve branch selectivity in peripheral nerve regeneration. 
  
Lh3 and col4a5 reveal that Schwann cells express basal laminar cues to direct 
regenerating motor axons. 
 Both axon intrinsic factors and environmental cues foster peripheral axon 
regeneration (Abe and Cavalli 2008; Zochodne 2008; Brushart 2011; Bradke et al. 2012). 
Recent screens in invertebrate models revealed that several signaling pathways, including 
the dlk-1 MAP-Kinase pathway and notch signaling are required to establish a neuronal 
state that drives regrowth (Hammarlund et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2011; Bejjani and 
Hammarlund 2012; Nix et al. 2014). These molecules have a conserved intrinsic role in 
vertebrate axon regeneration (Shin et al. 2012). Resident cells in the peripheral nerve, 
including Macrophages, fibroblasts, perineural glia and Schwann cells all respond to 
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nerve injury to remove injury debris and repair the injury site (Reviewed in Zochodne 
2008; Parrinello et al. 2010; Brushart 2011; Rosenberg et al. 2012; Lewis and Kucenas 
2014; Rosenberg et al. 2014). Thereafter, Schwann cells play a particularly important role 
in facilitating growth and guidance of regenerating axons (Kuffler 1986b; Villegas et al. 
2012; Rosenberg et al. 2014). However, while many molecular signals that Schwann cells 
secrete to spur axonal growth have been defined, those that they require to convey 
directionality have remained elusive (Reviewed in Fu and Gordon 1997; Hall 2001). 
 We hypothesized that constituents of the basal lamina might guide regenerating 
axons. Axons regenerate on Schwann cell basal lamina (Haftek and Thomas, 1967; Ide, 
1983, Westerfield, 1987, Westerfield and Powell, 1983; Heumann, 1987; Sketelj et al, 
1989; Fugleholm et al., 1994; Torigoe et al., 1996) and several constituents of the basal 
lamina, including Collagens, Laminins and Heparan Sulfate Proteoglycans are 
upregulated after peripheral nerve transection (Siironen, 1992; Kubo, 2002; Arthur-Farraj 
et al., 2012). Moreover these ECM components guide axons in the developing nervous 
system (Holt and Dickson, 2003; Lee and Chien, 2004). We broadly tested the role of 
collagens in peripheral nerve regeneration by genetically ablating lh3, an enzyme that 
glycosylates collagens and is necessary for their secretion and deposition in the ECM 
(Heikkenin, 2000 Sipilla, 2004, one other).  Using a conditionally expressed lh3 allele, 
we demonstrate that collagens are critical for both growth and guidance in regeneration 
independent of their role in development (Chapter 2). Moreover, we find that one lh3 
substrate, col4a5 destabilizes regenerating axons from searching aberrant trajectories and 
is upregulated in Schwann cells on these inappropriate paths. Using transgenic alleles, we 
determined that lh3 in Schwann cells guides target-selective nerve regeneration, but that 
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overexpression of col4a5 in all Schwann cells disrupts target-selective regeneration. 
Together these observations demonstrate that Schwann cells express basal laminar 
collagens to guide regenerating axons and revise the widely held assumption that cues of 
the basal lamina are simply permissive to axon regrowth.  
 
Lh3 – Col4a5 – Slit1a - Robo2 suggest a possible molecular framework for target-
selective regeneration. 
 How do lh3 and col4a5 direct regenerating axons? The fact that col4a5 is 
spatially restricted after nerve transection and that overexpression of col4a5 disrupts 
nerve regeneration suggests that col4a5 could be acting directly or indirectly to mediate 
guidance in regeneration. In development Collagen4 binds Integrins and Discoidin-
Domain receptors to mediate cell migration and integrins are expressed on regenerating 
growth cones (Khoshnoodi et al., 2008; Leitinger and Hohensteiner, 2007; Vogelezang et 
al., 2001). Col4a5 can also bind to the canonical axon guidance repellents Netrin and Slit 
in vitro and presents slits in vivo for retinotectal axon targeting (Yebra et al., 2003; Baier 
et al, 2011). While we previously showed that netrin is expressed in Schwann cells and 
motor neurons in larval zebrafish and that the netrin receptor dcc is required for ventral 
axon regeneration (Rosenberg et al., 2014), here we find that netrin-dcc signaling is 
dispensable for dorsal nerve regeneration. In contrast slit1a is specifically upregulated in 
the same ventral and ventrolateral Schwann cells as col4a5 after nerve transection and the 
canonical slit receptors robo2 and robo3 are required for dorsal but not ventral nerve 
regeneration.  These data demonstrate that different cues are required to guide axons 
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regenerating to different nerve branches. Additionally, they are consistent with the 
possibility that col4a5 in the basal lamina may bind and present the canonical repellant 
slit1a to destabilize regenerating growth cones through slit-robo signaling (Chapter 3). 
Several studies have shown that canonical axon guidance molecules are expressed after 
peripheral nerve transection (Pasterkamp et al. 1998; Madison et al. 2000; Tanno et al. 
2005; Pasterkamp and Verhaagen 2006; Fujiwara et al. 2008), but few have defined a 
functional role for these molecules (Pasterkamp and Verhaagen 2006; Bannerman et al. 
2008; Gabel et al. 2008). To our knowledge, these studies (Isaacman-Beck et al., in press) 
are the first to demonstrate in vivo that canonical guidance cues are required for target-
selective regeneration.  
 
Future studies 
Our research provide a new model system to study nerve branch selection in peripheral 
nerve regeneration.  Using this model, we have defined a molecular framework by which 
the axons of the dorsal branch selectively choose this pathway in regeneration. However, 
several remaining questions should be addressed in future experiments to better define 
how an axon navigates through the transection gap to reach appropriate distal nerve 
targets. I have suggested a set of experiments to address some of these questions in 
chapter 3. Below, I define further avenues of inquiry and propose methods for addressing 
these questions.  
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Future experiments 
1. How do individual axons regenerate after nerve transection? 
Rationale and Methods: 
While we were able to use trunk specific transgenes to observe the dynamics of a 
population of axons in regeneration, this technique did not provide the precision to 
discriminate between individual regenerating axons. We are currently exploring two 
possibilities to define and quantify how individual axons regenerate through a transection 
gap: 
a. Stochastic labeling of individual/sparse populations of axons – We have 
previously used this technique to observe single axon regeneration within the 
context of the entire population (Rosenberg et al. 2014). One potential pitfall with 
this technique is that not all axons regenerate, and particularly when observing the 
dorsal nerve which is only comprised of ~25 axons, this could be time consuming 
and laborious. 
b. Zebrabow – We obtained zebrafish expressing Tg(UAS:ZebrabowV) (Pan et al. 
2013)  and crossed them to zebrafish expressing a motor neuron specific 
transgene: mnx1:Gal4 (Claire Wyart, unpublished). We were able to induce 
recombination of the Zebrabow transgenes by injecting Cre-recombinase, but in 
this generation there was not sufficient heterogeneity in fluorophore expression to 
deconvolve each axon (data not shown). We expect that if we increase transgene 
copy through incrossing, we will be able to label and discriminate the majority of 
motor axons as this technique has previously been used to discriminate 
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retinotectal axons which have smaller diameter than motor axons (Pan et al. 
2013). 
These studies will provide valuable insights into how individual axons navigate the 
transection gap – for example how often do they branch and/or extend collaterals during 
regrowth.  
2. Do lh3 and col4a5 influence Schwann cell behavior after peripheral nerve transection? 
Rationale and Methods:  
 Several studies suggest that Schwann cells respond to nerve transection by 
migrating to form cellular conduits called “Bands of Büngner” that bridge the gap 
between the proximal and distal nerve (Bungner 1891; Cajal 1928; Scherer and Easter 
1984; Westerfield 1987; Nguyen et al. 2002; Parrinello et al. 2010). Schwann cells 
migrate along ECM components (Milner 1997) and therefore, one possible reason that 
mutants deficient in col4a5 and lh3 might have defects in peripheral nerve regeneration is 
that without these ECM components, Schwann cells do not efficiently bridge the nerve 
gap. Importantly, we have shown that col4a5 and lh3 mutants have equivalent number of 
Schwann cells along the dorsal nerve. Moreover, col4a5 and lh3 mutants show no defects 
in ventral nerve regrowth, suggesting that if these molecules were required for Schwann 
cells to bridge the nerve gap, the requirement would be specific to the dorsal nerve.  
In a previous paper, we have used the Tg(sox10:mRFP) and Tg(sox10:eos) lines 
to observe the dynamics of ventral Schwann cell behavior after ventral nerve transection 
(Rosenberg et al. 2014). We have attempted to use these lines to observe the dynamics of 
dorsal Schwann cell behavior. However, the dorsal Schwann cells wrap tightly around the 
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spinal cord and the spinal cord is heavily populated with sox10+ cells. These spinal cord 
cells generate background fluorescence that impairs imaging of the dorsal nerve 
associated Schwann cells and has limited our ability to observe their behavior. In the 
future, we plan to perform stochastic labeling experiments to try to isolate the behavior of 
specific Schwann cells in the context of dorsal nerve regeneration in different mutant 
backgrounds.   
3. What accounts for the upregulation of col4a5 and slit1a in a specific set of Schwann 
cells after injury?  
Rationale and Methods: 
After nerve damage, Schwann cells near the injury site dedifferentiate in order to 
facilitate repair (reviewed in Scherer and Salzer 1996). Moreover, different Schwann 
cells are known to respond to nerve injury with different expression profiles depending 
on the nerve that they are associated with and their proximity to the injury (Höke et al. 
2006; Brushart et al. 2013). Several studies have demonstrated that transcription factors 
including c-Jun, Atf3 and Oct6 change in expression and activity in Schwann cells in 
response to peripheral nerve transection (Scherer et al. 1994; Kawasaki et al. 2003; Hunt 
et al. 2004; reviewed in Patodia and Raivich 2012; Arthur-Farraj et al. 2012). Moreover, 
the transcription factor programs that drive expression of axon guidance molecules 
during development are starting to be elucidated (Butler and Tear 2006; Santiago et al. 
2014). Future experiments aimed at defining which transcription factors might drive 
different expression patterns could use these studies to define candidates and then genetic 
experiments probing transcription factor function and CHIP experiments, which have 
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recently been optimized for larval zebrafish, could be performed to define whether these 
candidates can bind to and are required for expression mRNAs of interest (Lindeman et 
al. 2009).  
4. Are other collagen4 subunits required for peripheral nerve regeneration? 
Rationale and Methods:  
In zebrafish and mammals, there are 6 know Collagen4 subunits (a1-a6). 
Collagen4 protein subunits form heterotrimers in 3 known combinations (a1a1a2, a3a4a5, 
a5a5a6) that are expressed in different patterns throughout an organism (reviewed in 
Khoshnoodi et al. 2008). Previous studies demonstrate that in mammals, the dominant 
heterotrimer found in nerve basal lamina is a1a1a2, but a3a4a5 and a5a5a6 heterotrimers 
are required to maintain organization of the neuromuscular junction (Miner and Sanes 
1994; Sado et al. 1998; Fox et al. 2007). Here we show that col4a5 is expressed by 
Schwann cells and is required for peripheral nerve regeneration. This suggests that either 
a3a4a5 and/or a5a5a6 heterotrimers are required in peripheral nerve regeneration. To 
determine whether either or both of these heterotrimers are required for peripheral nerve 
regeneration, we have obtained zebrafish harboring presumed null mutations in col4a3, 
col4a4, and col4a6 mutant zebrafish (Harwin Sadik, Will Talbot, Cecilia Moens 
unpublished). We will test these to determine which trimer is required for peripheral 
nerve regeneration. Follow-up experiments will define where the required genes are 
expressed after transection using RNAscope (Gross-Thebing et al. 2014).  
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 5. Is lh3/col4a5 mediated guidance critical for CNS regeneration? 
Rationale and Methods: 
 In mammalian models, axons of the central nervous system fail to regenerate after 
injury (Yiu and He 2006; Huebner and Strittmatter 2009). While several studies suggest 
that regenerating central axons have a limited intrinsic ability to regrow after injury (Liu 
et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2011; Duan et al. 2015), others have demonstrated that non-
autonomous cues in the cells surrounding the axon limit regeneration (Silver and Miller 
2004; Horn et al. 2008; Kaplan et al. 2015).    For example, seminal experiments by 
Aguayo and colleagues showed that after transection of the rat spinal cord, axons failed 
to regenerate into the CNS milieu, but regenerated great distance in peripheral nerve 
grafts (Richardson et al. 1980). More recently, it has become clear that the injury 
response of cells neighboring axons in the CNS is quite different from that in the PNS 
(Horn et al. 2008; Lutz and Ben A Barres 2014). While Schwann cells generate an 
environment that fosters PNS nerve regeneration, emerging evidence suggests that glia in 
the CNS generate a scar that is repulsive to regenerating axons and that they secrete 
molecules of the extracellular matrix that can directly repel regenerating CNS axons 
(Sandvig et al. 2004; Harel and Strittmatter 2006; Shen et al. 2009; Lutz and Ben A 
Barres 2014). Collagen4 is one of the fundamental components of this scar and while 
Collagen4 is not directly repulsive to regenerating CNS axons in vitro, it has been 
proposed that Collagen4 binds and concentrates other repulsive molecules to inhibit 
regrowth (Tonge et al. 1997; reviewed in Klapka and Müller 2006). Indeed, several 
studies have demonstrated that interfering with enzymes necessary for Collagen4 
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secretion and multimerization enhance CNS axon regeneration (Stichel et al. 1999b; 
Stichel et al. 1999a; Klapka et al. 2005). Together these studies suggest that in 
mammalian systems, Collagens and the enzymes required for their secretion and proper 
deposition in the ECM indirectly inhibit CNS regrowth. To our knowledge, there are no 
reports implicating collagens in guiding regenerating CNS axons.  
 In contrast to mammalian systems, CNS axons in amphibians, urodeles, and fish 
can regenerate (reviewed in Tanaka and Ferretti 2009). In these models, several studies 
have demonstrated that following spinal cord injury, collagen upregulation and scar 
formation is limited, leading some to suggest that this aids axon regeneration (Wood and 
Cohen 1981; Dervan and Roberts 2003; Klapka et al. 2005). In both larval and adult 
zebrafish, glial scars do not form after CNS injury and axons regenerate to establish 
functional connections (Goldshmit et al. 2012; Reviewed in Becker and Becker 2014). 
Moreover, while ECM molecules that are repulsive to mammalian CNS regeneration are 
present in the zebrafish CNS, they do not seem to limit regeneration (van der Sar et al. 
2001; Klinger et al. 2004; Abdesselem et al. 2009; Welte et al. 2015). To our knowledge, 
the expression patterns of lh3 or col4a5 after CNS injury in larval and adult zebrafish 
remain unknown. Here we found that col4a5 is strongly expressed in the central canal of 
the spinal cord in uninjured 5dpf larvae suggesting that col4a5 is present in the CNS and 
could impact regeneration (data not shown). We have shown that lh3 mutant zebrafish 
can be kept alive using conditional rescue transgenes (Chapter 2), and col4a5 mutant 
zebrafish are viable (unpublished observations). Therefore, future experiments could take 
advantage of previously published methods of spinal cord transection in the larval 
(Goldshmit et al. 2012) or adult zebrafish (Becker et al. 1997; Dias et al. 2012) to 
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determine whether lh3 or col4a5 provide guidance to regenerating axons in the CNS.  
6. Is lh3/col4a5 mediated guidance critical for adult PNS regeneration? 
Rationale and Methods: 
 As an organism ages, its peripheral nerves lose the ability to regenerate (Verdú et 
al. 2000; Zochodne 2008; Brushart 2011). In clinical studies, age is a primary 
determinant of recovery after either sensory or motor peripheral nerve injury (Nicholson 
and Seddon 1957; Onne 1962; Ruijs et al. 2005; Vordemvenne et al. 2007). In rodent 
models, histological samples show that fewer axons regenerate after nerve injury and 
preferential motor regeneration is diminished in young versus aged animals (Verdú et al. 
2000; Le et al. 2001). A recent study in juvenile and adult zebrafish showed that 
regeneration of the lateral line was followed by a Schwann cell response and diminished 
with age, but did characterize whether Schwann cells or non-autonomous cues change 
with age (Graciarena et al. 2014). Moreover, Painter et al. recently determined that while 
peripheral axons retain the ability to sprout and regenerate after nerve transection, 
Schwann cells lose plasticity and are unable to respond to injury with the same efficiency 
(Painter et al. 2014) suggesting that molecular cues in the environment are critical to spur 
regeneration. We show that col4a5 and slit1a are upregulated in Schwann cells following 
motor nerve transection in larval zebrafish (Chapter 2). In order to determine whether 
these genes are critical for adult peripheral motor nerve regeneration, future studies could 
take advantage of a recently described pectoral fin denervation protocol (Simões et al. 
2014). Here the authors surgically resected the brachial plexus in adult zebrafish and then 
observed fin innervation through histology on the fin using a stain for acetylated tubulin. 
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We could perform these experiments in lh3 mutant and col4a5 mutant fish (raised to 
adulthood as described in future experiment #5) to determine whether lh3 and col4a5 are 
required for adult peripheral nerve regeneration.   
  
Concluding remarks 
Peripheral nerve damage generates healthcare costs in the billions annually 
(NINDS 2014). The incredible incidence of peripheral neuropathy stems from the broad 
array of disease states and traumatic injuries that damage peripheral nerves. For example, 
1 in 11 people in the United States suffers from diabetes, and it has been estimated that 
12-50% of diabetic patients have associated peripheral neuropathies (Nicolucci et al. 
1996). Moreover, people across the globe are living longer and the incidence of 
peripheral neuropathy increases with age – 26% of people 65-75 and 54% of people over 
85 suffer from at least one neuropathy related sensory deficit (Mold et al. 2004). While 
peripheral neuropathy and damage is clearly a public health epidemic, each of the ~20 
million patients suffering from peripheral neuropathy worldwide feels this burden 
financially, physically, psychologically and emotionally. It is therefore imperative to 
define new treatments and therapies to aid these patients to a full recovery. This work 
defines specific factors that guide regenerating peripheral nerves to specific targets.  
More broadly these findings highlight the fact that there are molecular mechanisms in 
biology to restore function after nerve damage and we hope that this work inspires more 
basic scientific research which may someday have therapeutic potential. 
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Appendix I: Additional unpublished data 
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Figure A6. col4a5 is dispensable for ventral nerve regeneration  (A­D) Wild type sibling ventral 
nerve regeneration (A,B) and col4a5 mutant dorsal nerve regeneration (C,D) were similar at 48 
hpt.  (E)  col4a5  larvae  showed  no  difference  from  wild  type  in  the  extent  of  ventral  nerve 
regeneration (wild type = 9 larvae, 24 nerves; col4a5 = 8 larvae, 21 nerves). White dashed box, 
transection site; yellow triangle, 20º dorsal ROI; Scale bar = 10!m.
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